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1
Introduction

Advances in digital processing and storage technologies are contributing to an
enormous and steadily growing availability of video content. Despite the enormous
investments in digital video technologies, the capabilities of an average user to
manipulate, interact with and manage video (collections) are still far behind what
average users can achieve with other types of media such as text or images. This
is mainly due to the temporal and multi-modal nature of video and the size of the
associated medium.

Hard-disk drives and digital video compression technology have created the
possibility of time-shifting live television and recording a large number of TV
shows in high quality without having to worry about availability of tapes or other
removable storage media. A hard-disk video recorder with a storage capacity of
1 Terabyte can store up to 20 days of non-stop standard definition video in DVD
quality. If we consider the current growth factor of 1.5 in the capacity of hard-disk
drives per year [Chip, 2005], in the next decade, a single hard-disk will be sufficient
for storing more than one year of non-stop video.

At the same time, digital television standards such as DVB [DVB, 2007] have
multiplied the number of content sources for the average user. Hundreds of chan-
nels are available using a simple parabolic antenna and a digital receiver. Thou-
sands of potentially interesting programmes are broadcast every day and can be
recorded and stored locally for later access.

1
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Digital television is not the only source of video content. Internet has evolved
in the last decades from a mainly text-based collection of hyper-linked documents
to a cornucopia of multimedia content of any type and genre. ADSL technology
has provided the required breakthrough in bandwidth that was necessary to bring
high-quality video streaming, web television and video-on-demand to the home.
Digital video cameras in the form of camcorders, web-cams, or video-phones have
become pervasive and the amount of user-generated video published on the In-
ternet is predicted to surpass professionally produced content. New technologies
such as peer-to-peer television and peer-to-peer content sharing have emerged al-
though still illegal or not completely free from copyright infringements. As a result
of these technological advances, average users are overwhelmed with enormous
amounts of content.

To locate items of interest in this ocean of multimedia content, users have
adopted services such as electronic program guides, TV web-portals, and web
search engines that aggregate information relevant to the users’ queries and allow
them to find easily the content they are looking for. Additionally, databases con-
taining meta-data associated with commercial and professional multimedia produc-
tions (e.g. music and film) have been made available to the public and have been
turned into successful businesses (e.g. Internet Movie Database [IMDB, 2007] and
CD Database [CDDB, 2007]).

However, while content offer and availability for the average users have in-
creased enormously, free time for consuming content has not increased much. The
key-problem of each consumer is to make efficient use of the free-time available
for enjoying content. At the same time, content providers and distributors fight to
attain and hold customers’ attention.

The main issues are filtering-out uninteresting information and choosing the
right content for one’s needs (e.g. infotainment, education). New technology
is needed to get insights into multimedia content in order to help users making
choices, as simply as possible, while being entertained.Recommendertechnology
[Smyth and Cotter, 2000] addresses these problems by estimating the degree of
likeness of a certain programme for a certain user and automatically ranking con-
tent items. This is done by comparing a user’s profile with reference characteristics
or with profiles of other users with similar tastes.

Recommenders can be seen as tools for filtering out unwanted content and
bringing interesting content to the attention of the user. However, even after fil-
tering, the amount of content that might match a user’s preferences could still be
too large. Furthermore, the choice of what to watch does not only depend on gen-
eral and static preferences, but it depends on the actual situation. In other words,
automatic recommenders should not only model the general preferences of certain
users, but they should be capable of understanding the needs of each user every
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time a choice has to be made. This last requirement is far beyond the capabilities
of current recommender technology and one might wonder whether this goal will
ever by achieved. Additionally we should not forget that users need to feel a certain
degree of control, especially in making choices and expressing their preferences.
Besides recommenders, there is a need for new tools to facilitate content selection
from the large variety of available options.

This thesis addresses the problem of helping users selecting a video content
item from a large set.

Automatic video summarization aims at creating efficient representations of
video for facilitating browsing, search and, more generically, management of dig-
ital multimedia content. Automatically generated summaries can support users in
navigating large video archives and in taking decisions more efficiently regarding
selecting, consuming, sharing, or deleting content.

This thesis presents an approach to the automatic summarization of narrative
video that is based on the application of knowledge of the media production do-
main to content analysis and synthesis of video summaries. The research aims at
finding a formal model of media production practices that can facilitate automatic
analysis of narrative video but also, if not especially, improve the effectiveness of
the summarization process.

1.1 Focus of the thesis

We address the problem of designing an automatic system along with novel algo-
rithms that can create efficient representations of narrative video content items to
assist users in choosing what to watch among vast collections of videos.

1.1.1 Research questions

At the foundation of the research questions we address, there is the assumption that
aesthetic phenomena including light, color, motion, sound, and representations of
space and time, play a fundamental role in shaping the message conveyed by video.
During production, these media elements are employed following precise usage
patterns also known asfilm grammar[Phillips, 1999]. For example, to convey the
message that two persons are involved in a dialogue, it is a convention to use close-
up shots of the two persons alternated with medium shots showing the two persons
together in the same location. Other conventions regard for example using the
camera angle for event intensification: when a camera takes a looking-up position
(low-angle) with respect to an object, person or event, the object or the person
seems to be more powerful than when the camera looks at the event straight-on
(eye level) or down (high-angle) [Phillips, 1999].

A new research area calledcomputational media aesthetics[Dorai and
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Venkatesh, 2002; Dorai and Venkatesh, 2003] is emerging that tries to make use of
aesthetic principles and elements of media production for indexing, searching and
browsing multimedia. Media aesthetics differs considerably from the traditional
aesthetic theories that try to formalize what is beautiful and artistic and what is
not. It is more concerned with how the audience perceives certain aesthetic vari-
ables and their combinations in television and film productions. It differs also from
semiotic theories that analyze film and video as text to discover how its signs func-
tion and ultimately create higher-order meaning. Media aesthetics deals with the
properties and structure of basic elements such as light, space, time, and sound
[Dorai and Venkatesh, 2002]. Our hypothesis is that the manipulation of these
syntactic elements significantly contributes to the semantic meaning carried by the
video medium. We propose to leverage these syntactic elements to achieve better
semantic understanding of video. In this context, the first question that we address
is:

1. How can media production knowledge be modeled for the analysis of narra-
tive video content aiming at automatic summarization?

The previous question can be better investigated if we restrict somehow the
scope to a specific application domain. We are interested in the automatic gener-
ation ofvideo previews, a particular type of summary that helps users in selecting
content in large collections. In this context, a new question arises:

2. What are the users’ requirements with respect to video previews?

Given a suitable model of media production practices and aesthetic principles,
a third question arises:

3. Which approach should be adopted for the automatic creation of efficient
video previews?

The approach should be validated by verifying that its results fulfill the original
requirements. This should be done taking into consideration the user needs. Evalu-
ating and benchmarking video summarization algorithms and methods is a difficult
but important problem that should not be disregarded. Therefore we address also
the following question:

4. How can we evaluate video summarization results taking into consideration
the users’ point of view?

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 2, starting from a general description of a typical video summariza-

tion system, we propose a taxonomy for the classification of video summarization
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methods and systems. We then apply it to the existing body of related work in
video summarization to provide an extensive overview and a comparative analysis.

In Chapter 3 we introduce the problem of automatic generation of video pre-
views. We provide and analyze a list of user requirements collected from related
literature and elicited by means of user studies.

In Chapter 4 we present our formal model of the narrative video summariza-
tion problem. The requirements and concepts informally introduced in the previous
chapters are formalized to obtain a suitable mathematical formulation of the prob-
lem. The automatic creation of a video preview is formulated as the problem of
selecting a subset of a given duration of the original content item that satisfies a set
of constraints and that maximizes an objective function.

In Chapter 5 we describe our solution approach. Multimedia content analysis
and film production domain knowledge are applied to analyze the content to be
included in the video preview. A generative approach is used for the composition
of a preview that satisfies all requirements.

Our solution approach is validated in Chapter 6 by means of a user study.
Chapter 7 is devoted to conclusions and discussion of future work.

1.3 Thesis contribution

The main contributions of the research described in this thesis are:

• Identification and categorization of an extensive set of requirements for au-
tomatic video summaries based on a broad analysis of literature and user
panels;

• A formalizedgenerative methodfor automatic video summarization based
on optimization;

• A methodology to validate video summarization algorithms by means of user
studies.





2
Video summarization: definitions and

related work

In this chapter we describe the video summarization research domain and achieve
new levels of understanding. For this purpose in Section 2.1 we provide definitions
of the terms that are used in the research community. In Section 2.2 we define a
taxonomy of classification criteria that we use to classify previous work on video
summarization. In Section 2.3 we discuss validation and evaluation of summariza-
tion algorithms and systems. In Section 2.4 we present a comparative analysis of
related work based on our taxonomy.

2.1 Definitions

Video summarization is the process of condensing video content into a shorter
descriptive form. Different definitions of video summarization exist addressing
slightly different issues and for summaries that serve different purposes. As we will
later discuss, there is a variety of flavors that have been considered under the topic
of summarization:video skimming, highlights, and various types ofmultimedia
summaries. We distinguish between local summaries for part of a programme (e.g.
for a scene), global summaries for the entire programme, and meta-level summaries
of a set of programmes.

7
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2.1.1 Flavors of video summaries

Keyframe-based summaryhas been a popular approach that was investigated ex-
tensively by researchers. Keyframes are representative images capturing the salient
information in a videoshot. A shotis a continuous recording by a camera without
switching on and off. The summary is usually presented in a static form as a sto-
ryboard or in a dynamic form as a slide show. The MPEG-7 international standard
has a multimedia summarization description scheme including both static and dy-
namic summaries [Salembier and Smith, 2001]. [Dimitrova et al., 1997] presented
a keyframe-based summary for digital video recorders shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Example of keyframe-based summary.

Video skimis a temporally condensed form of a video stream that preferably
preserves the most important information. It is typically a single video gener-
ated by combining a set of short portions automatically selected from the original
video. A method for generating video skims based on scene analysis and scene
visual complexity is presented by [Sundaram et al., 2002]. [Wactlar et al., 1996]
condensed long videos into short skims by combining video segments that contain
automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts matching the user’s query terms.
[Ma et al., 2002] proposed anattention modelthat includes visual, audio, and text
modalities for summarization of videos. As synonyms to video skims, researchers
have used the termspreviewandtrailer in the literature. However, video previews
and video trailers are not meant to convey all the information of the original con-
tent and are not a comprehensive summary or an abstract. The difference between
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a trailer and a preview is that a trailer is a commercial teaser showing specific
appealing and attractive segments of the video with the purpose of attracting audi-
ence, while a preview aims at conveying key-aspects of a program to allow users
to quickly see what it is about.

Video highlightsis a form of summary that aims at including the most impor-
tant events in the video. Unlike video skims that are presented as single condensed
videos, the highlight-based summary is usually presented as an organized list or
table of interesting events (e.g. pitching, running, goals) along with some associ-
ated metadata (e.g. event statistics). In some cases, summaries of the events are
further augmented by expanding the visual background (e.g.visual mosaic) or by
using geospatial maps, or time lines. In [Irani and Anandan, 1998], summaries
of object trajectories are overlaid on top of the soccer or tennis field. In [Christel
et al., 2002] events in the broadcast news videos are plotted over a world map or
a time line to summarize the relations between the events. Various methods have
been introduced for extracting highlights from specific sub-genres of sports pro-
grammes: goals in soccer video [Dagtas et al., 2000; Li and Sezan, 2001], hits in
tennis video or pitching in baseball [Zhong et al., 2001], important events in car
racing video [Petkovic et al., 2002], touch downs in football [Dagtas et al., 2000],
abnormal activities in surveillance videos [Connell et al., 2004] and others.

Multimedia video summaryis a collection of audio, visual, and text segments
that preserve the essence and the structure of the underlying video. A multimedia
system that analyzes and summarizes music video clips is described in [Agnihotri
et al., 2004]. Figure 2.2 shows a snapshot of the user interface of the system.

A multimedia video summary of audio-video presentations is presented in [He
et al., 1999]. The summarization system uses slide-transitions in video, pitch in
audio and user interaction with presentations in order to generate a multimedia
summary. Another multimedia summary [Ebadollahi et al., 2002] is developed
in the health care context in which patient records, medical literature, textbooks,
and ultrasonic videos of the heart are integrated in the overall summary. Layouts
of the constituent media components (e.g. text summaries, term definitions, video
storyboards, and video skims) are customized according to the specific medical
concepts being explored and the specific profiles of the users.

2.1.2 Levels of video summaries

Depending on whether the summarization is applied to parts of the video, the whole
video or even multiple videos, thesummarization levelis respectively defined as:
local, global, or meta-level.

Scene level (local) summarizationcompresses segments at the scene level and
tries to eliminate redundant information considering local information. A scene is a
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Misunderstood 3:55
Bon Jovi

Trk 5: Bounce
Island Records 2002
Pop/Rock

…I should have drove all night,
I would have run all the lights...

Rock Your Body 4:59
Justin Timberlake

Trk 6: Justified
Jive 2003
Pop/Rock

…Don’t be so quick to walk away
Dance with me...

Im Gonna Getcha 4:22
Shania Twain

Trk 2: UP!
2002
Pop/Rock

…I’m gonna get you
I’m gonna get you, if it takes all night...

Picture 4:58
Kid Rock featuring Sheryl Crow

Trk 9: Cocky
Atlantis Records 2002
Pop/Rock

…I put your picture away
I wonder where you’ve been. I cant look at you...

Jenny from Block 4:18
Jennifer Lopez

Trk 7: This is me … Then
Arista 2002
Pop/Rock

…Don’t be fooled by the rocks that I got
I’m still, I’m still Jenny from the block...

And All that Jazz 3:25
Catherine Zeta Jones
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Sony 2003
Pop/Rock

…Come on babe, why don’t we paint the town
And all that jazz...
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I would have run all the lights...

Rock Your Body 4:59
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Pop/Rock
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Dance with me...

Im Gonna Getcha 4:22
Shania Twain

Trk 2: UP!
2002
Pop/Rock

…I’m gonna get you
I’m gonna get you, if it takes all night...

Picture 4:58
Kid Rock featuring Sheryl Crow

Trk 9: Cocky
Atlantis Records 2002
Pop/Rock

…I put your picture away
I wonder where you’ve been. I cant look at you...

Jenny from Block 4:18
Jennifer Lopez

Trk 7: This is me … Then
Arista 2002
Pop/Rock

…Don’t be fooled by the rocks that I got
I’m still, I’m still Jenny from the block...

And All that Jazz 3:25
Catherine Zeta Jones

Chicago
Sony 2003
Pop/Rock

…Come on babe, why don’t we paint the town
And all that jazz...

Figure 2.2. Multimedia summary of a collection of music video clips.

set of shots showing videos usually taken at the same location, and is typically used
to capture information about the environment or events occurring at the location.
Sundaram’sconstrained utility maximizationmethod [Sundaram et al., 2002] maps
the complexity of a shot into the minimum time required for its comprehension in
order to summarize a scene.

Surface level (global) summarizationlooks for cues that have been predefined
based on the domain knowledge. For example, [Agnihotri et al., 2001] present
a surface level summarization method for talk shows that includes representative
elements for the host portion and each of the guests (see Figure 2.3). The domain
knowledge is the structure of the programme and the different cues that signal
important segments. The method utilizes the text transcript for analyzing the talk
show structure, then applies temporal constraints and domain knowledge in order
to segment the important section segments. Any summarization method based on
detecting elements of the content in general belongs to this approach. For a shot
change based summarization [Dimitrova et al., 1997] the vocabulary is “radical
change in signal properties”.

Entity level (global) summarizationapproaches build an internal representa-
tion of video, modeling ’video entities’ and their relationships. A natural choice
for the video entity is a shot. Other examples of video entities include people,
locations, and objects (e.g. vehicles). These tend to represent patterns of connec-
tivity in the video (e.g. graph topology) to help determine what is salient and then
create a summary containing the most salient entities. Relationships between enti-
ties include similarity (color similarity, similar faces) and co-occurrence. [Li et al.,
2001] presented a method of clustering frames with similar color in order to gen-
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Figure 2.3. Surface level talk show summarization example.

erate summaries of programmes. [Tsoneva et al., 2007] have proposed a method
to create a summary that preserves the story line of a video item based on repre-
senting semantic relationships among video scenes with a graph. A relationship
between non-consecutive scenes is established by detecting co-occurrences of key-
words in the speech transcript and the presence of the same characters. Scenes
are then ranked based on their relationships with respect to the graph topology. A
summary is created by selecting the scenes that have the highest rank.

Meta-level summariesprovide an overview of a whole cluster of related videos.
For example, a meta-summary of all available news items from Web and TV
sources is provided by the MyInfo system as shown in Figure 2.4 [Dimitrova et al.,
2003]. The summary of the news items is extracted by text summarization and
visual analysis of the reportage and presented according to a personal profile.

2.2 Dimensions for classification

Video is a very rich medium including moving images, audio and sometimes text.
Information is transmitted using combinations of multiple perceptual channels and
cues. For this reason, its summarization can be approached from many different
points of view using a large variety of techniques and aiming at providing solutions
to help users accomplish different tasks. Furthermore, video can be classified into
a large number of types, genres and sub-genres (e.g. TV programmes, produced
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Figure 2.4. Meta-summary of news programmes in MyInfo.

film, home videos, educational, surveillance, multimedia presentations, etc.), each
one having a typical usage model and particular characteristics.

In order to classify existing approaches to video summarization, we propose a
set of criteria for classification as depicted in Figure 2.5. These criteria have been
thought while reading literature and trying to get an overview of existing work in
the domain of video summarization. At the highest level, the classification model
has three branches:

1. Usage.

2. Content.

3. Method.

In the next three sections we present our classification along each one of these
branches. In Section 2.2.4, we present a comparative analysis of existing published
works on video summarization using the proposed criteria.

2.2.1 The usage branch

Video summarization addresses the generic problem that arises from a specific
need of the users: to handle video more efficiently, thus doing more with fewer
resources. There are three related aspects to the manner in which summaries are
utilized: task, intent anduser’s category. Although summaries are used for dif-
ferent applications, the tasks are fairly general: users are searching and selecting,
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inter-selection

intra-selection
selection

passive

active
consumption

creation

repurposing
production

known

unknown
intent

consumer

professional
users' category

task

usage

editing level

structure level

genre

content

media elements

single

multiple

source

syntactic

semantic

aesthetic

algorithm

type

efficiency
output

still-image

moving-image

multimedia

signal-based

structural

personalization

method

summarization

Figure 2.5. Criteria for classifying video summarization methods and systems.
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consuming, or producing new content. The intent of the users in these tasks also
plays an important role in the creation and usage of summaries. Users’ background
and profession define the users needs and manner of usage.

Task

The goal of a summary differs substantially depending on the task users need to
perform. Generally speaking, tasks can be divided intoselection, consumptionand
production. In this classification,selectionincludes:

• inter-selection, meaning selecting a single item among multiple items avail-
able in a collection;

• intra-selection, meaning selecting a portion of a single item.

By providing a condensed and descriptive form of video content, summaries can
help users selecting (either searching or browsing) among a large collection of
items. Inter-selection tasks require global summaries that are extracted using ei-
ther surface level or entity level summarization systems. Intra-selection summaries
offer substantial benefits in selecting and accessing scenes out of a single video [Li
et al., 2000; Dagtas et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001]. This requires local scene level
summarization methods. A summary targeting content selection should allow users
to quickly see what the content is about, remember whether it has been seen be-
fore or decide whether to choose it for consumption. In order to fulfill these re-
quirements,inter-selectionsummaries make use or explicitly include in the results
additional metadata (e.g. title, textual summary, etc.) that is bundled together with
the content. In general, during selection, users need to evaluate quickly many dif-
ferent content items, thus a summary created for the selection task should require
very short time for comprehension. Most summarization systems we analyzed (see
the comparative analysis in Section 2.2.4) were designed for quick inter-selection
[Wactlar et al., 1996; Uchihashi et al., 1999; Hermes and Schultz, 2007]. Many
systems allow at the same time inter and intra selection [Yeo and Yeung, 1997;
Hanjalic and Zhang, 1999; Peker et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007].

Summaries can also be generated for more efficient consumption of content.
These summaries are synthesizedcontent digeststhat can be consumed more ef-
ficiently in place of the original content. Content consumption can beactiveor
passive. Active consumption involves users that lively interact with content -lean
forward mode - while passive consumption is the typicallean backwardway of
experiencing content. Summarization methods targeting the consumption tasks
need to ensure that the essential information the content creators meant to convey
to the content consumers is preserved. The content digests can be in the form of
meta-level summaries that contain information present in a number of sources.
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In surveying existing summarization systems for active or passive usage, it is
noticeable that most systems do not clearly take into consideration any requirement
in terms of usage modality. Summaries meant to be consumed in a passive way are
usually in the form of video skims [Hermes and Schultz, 2007; Mekenkamp et al.,
2002; Paulussen et al., 2003; Adami and Leonardi, 2001; Sundaram et al., 2002;
Syeda-Mahmood and Ponceleon, 2001; Ionescu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2004;
Peker et al., 2006; Benini et al., 2007] while summaries that require active users’
participation are typically embedded in multimedia documents [Hauptmann and
Smith, 1995; Yeo and Yeung, 1997; Petkovic et al., 2002; Uchihashi et al., 1999;
Yahiaoui et al., 2001; De Silva et al., 2005]. Highlight-based summaries can be
intended for both passive and active usage.

The production tasks deal with creation of new content from scratch (creation)
or with reuse of existing material (repurposing). Summaries aiming at supporting
content producers need to be tailored to their specific needs. Authoring is a cre-
ative process that involves not only semantic elements but also aesthetic aspects.
Depending on users’ category, either professional or consumer, creating new con-
tent based on automatic summaries requires attention to intangible qualities of the
summaries as well as to the semantic information that is included. Perhaps, for
this reason or because the multimedia research community seems to pay more at-
tention to the selection and consumption tasks, not many systems generate useful
summaries for content creators. Only [Hauptmann and Smith, 1995; Lienhart,
2000; Russell, 2000] take somehow into consideration the requirements of content
producers.

Intent

The usage of a summary depends on the intent or goal users set in performing a
specific task:knownor unknown intent. A user with a known goal in manipulating
or consuming video expects summaries to adhere to requirements that arise from
its specific and present intent. Users without a known goal will not pose strict
requirements on the informative elements included in a summary. Most of the
summarization techniques are designed for users that do not have a specific goal in
mind. In this sense, all summarization systems developed so far are generic and do
not aim at satisfying the need of a specific individual or group of users. However
some semi-automatic systems (e.g. [Farin et al., 2002; Toklu et al., 2000]) require
explicit input from active users that must have some specific goals in their minds.
For example in [Toklu et al., 2000] users interested in particular parts of the video
can interact with the summarization system to change or refine the results of the
segmentation process prior to summarization. The final summary will be more
focused on the parts indicated explicitly by the user.
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User’s category

The usage of video and summaries changes drastically depending on the context:
professionalshave probably different requirements than home users or generally
speaking,consumers. The differences between the professional world and the con-
sumer world are reflected in properties, form and substance of video summarization
for professional or consumer applications. As for active and passive consumption
(see Section 2.2.1), most summarization systems neglect the distinction between
consumers and professionals. All surveyed systems are meant to be useful for con-
sumers although probably most of them expect sophisticated PC users.

2.2.2 The content branch

There is an enormous assortment of video types and genres for different application
domains and with different intrinsic properties. Current summarization tools can
be classified based on the characteristics of the content they can process.

Level of editing

Across different video genres and application domains, content is produced at dif-
ferentlevels of editingand contains differentlevels of structure. A piece of content
has a highlevel of editingwhen its production requires considerable and conscious
human intervention and manipulation during or after capturing and synthesis. If
the video production is the result of a continuous live video capturing process, it
usually has a low level of editing.

Level of structure

Independent of the production process, content can have differentlevels of struc-
ture. An example of structured video content is a news programme that is broadcast
periodically at a precise time and has a very distinctive and consistent pattern of
events such as anchorperson item followed by reportage video. Another example
is a tennis match that is organized according to codified rules into sets, games, etc.

Summarization methods have exploited video structure and editing levels to the
point that some techniques heavily rely on them and can be considered dedicated
approaches tailored to a particular content genre (e.g. news).

Genre

Automatic video summarization techniques can be classified depending on their
specialization or applicability to specific domains orgenres. Application domains
such as video surveillance, television, home videos, video presentations, etc. cap-
ture content meant to convey different types of messages and have different levels
of editing and structure.
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The most popular domains are television programmes and films. Most sum-
marization systems target specifically these domains while little attention has been
paid so far to develop dedicated systems for continuous live capture (e.g. wearable
video [Aizawa et al., 2001]), video presentations (e.g. [He et al., 1999; Russell,
2000; Yokoi and Fujiyoshi, 2006]), meetings (e.g. [Erol et al., 2003]), and health
care (e.g. [Ebadollahi et al., 2002]).

Developing summarization algorithms for a specific domain allows exploiting
the structure that is typical for that genre (domain knowledge). Many systems are
designed based on assumptions and heuristics that are valid within a domain only
and fail when applied to other domains.

Although most of the existing techniques seem to be limited to a particular do-
main, some approaches claim to be independent and sufficiently generic for mul-
tiple application domains [Hanjalic, 2003; Chiu et al., 2000; DeMenthon et al.,
1998; Farin et al., 2002; Hanjalic and Zhang, 1999; Ma et al., 2002; Nam, 1999;
Omoigui et al., 1999; Peker et al., 2001; Syeda-Mahmood and Ponceleon, 2001;
Uchihashi et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2006; Gong and Liu, 2001; Mekenkamp et al.,
2002; Paulussen et al., 2003]. These systems usually adopt a purely signal-based
method (see Section 2.2.3).

Genre-dependent summarization techniques exploit specific structures and
properties of particular genres. Television programmes represent a category of
video that can be easily divided into many different genres. For this reason, most
summarization systems that target this application domain are also specialized to
handle a single or multiple specific genres. The most popular genres arenews[Kim
et al., 2003; Agnihotri et al., 2001; Dimitrova et al., 2003; Hauptmann and Smith,
1995; Jasinschi et al., 2001; Merlino and Maybury, 1999; Merialdo et al., 1999;
Toklu et al., 2000],sport [Petkovic et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 2001; Ekin et al.,
2003; Babaguchi et al., 2001; Dagtas et al., 2000; Petkovic et al., 2002; Li and
Sezan, 2001; Kolekar and Sengupta, 2006],sitcoms[Aner and Kender, 2002; Li
et al., 2001; Yahiaoui et al., 2001; Jung et al., 2004],talk shows[Agnihotri et al.,
2001; Jasinschi et al., 2001], andfeature films[Hermes and Schultz, 2007; Pfeiffer
et al., 1996; Sundaram et al., 2002; Ionescu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2004; Benini
et al., 2007].

For example, for the genre talk-shows, [Agnihotri et al., 2001] identify impor-
tant segments using textual cues that are typically used only in talk-shows. For
the genre feature films, [Pfeiffer et al., 1996] assume that explosions and gun shots
are important events that should appear in the summary and they develop specific
algorithms to detect them.
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2.2.3 The method branch

Figure 2.6 shows a generic summarization system for multimedia documents. Con-
tent is analyzed in order to evaluate and select the most important parts. A summary
is then composed and presented to users. In some cases, users can interact with the
summary during or after its creation.

Multimedia
Document

User

Content Analysis

Content Evaluation

Content Selection

Summary 
Composition Summary

Metadata

Ranking

Content segments

UI

Figure 2.6. Block diagram of a generic video summarization system.

When analyzing summarization systems and methods, other sub-criteria can
be defined with respect to the source of information (video, audio, text transcript,
from single or multiple videos) that are considered, to the type of algorithm that is
employed, to the output that is produced and to whether the summary is tailored
to the specific needs and preferences of an individual or a particular group. We
can further specialize the method criterion in the following sub-criteria:source,
algorithm, output, andpersonalization.

Source

Video is usually delivered as a collection of images with synchronized audio and
text plus additional metadata. Summarization systems can be classified depending
on the type and source of inputmedia elementsthat they employ (e.g. visual, audio,
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subtitles, user input, metadata bundled with the content or extracted from related
documents retrieved from the Internet, etc.) and on the actual content items they
consider in input.

Almost all video summarization systems analyze the audio, visual and text
portions of the video signal. Audio can also be separately analyzed to detect spe-
cific cues or events such as explosions [Pfeiffer et al., 1996], goals [Dagtas et al.,
2000], etc. Because generic semantic understanding based only on audio and video
analysis is still far from being reachable, many systems rely on speech transcripts
obtained from closed captions [Agnihotri et al., 2001; Dagtas et al., 2000; Farin
et al., 2002; Li et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; Paulussen et al., 2003; Toklu et al.,
2000; Tsoneva et al., 2007] or automatically generated using speech recognition
[Hauptmann and Smith, 1995; Zhu and Penn, 2006]. There are examples of semi-
automatic systems that use extra information related to users’ behavior in consum-
ing and browsing video [He et al., 1999; Syeda-Mahmood and Ponceleon, 2001]
or entered directly by a user [Farin et al., 2002; Toklu et al., 2000]. A few systems
have investigated the possibility of using extra information from a parallel channel
related to a specific video. For example, [Aizawa et al., 2001] employ as parallel
information source, cues derived from measuring the brain waves of a user during
live video capture.

Summaries can be extracted from asingleor multiple sources. Summarizing
multiple related videos (e.g. episodes of the same TV series) can be considered
part of the multiple sources category. So far, most of the researchers have been
targeting single source summarization. The only systems that take into considera-
tion more than one source are [Dimitrova et al., 2003] and [Yahiaoui et al., 2001],
but they do not eliminate redundant information across different videos to provide
more concise summaries. In [Xie et al., 2005], recurrent news topics are automat-
ically discovered from multiple broadcast video channels. Stories in each video
programme are automatically mapped to the topic clusters based on multi-modal
feature analysis and statistical pattern mining.

Algorithm

The algorithms employed in current summarization systems fall into three cate-
gories:syntacticbased,semanticbased oraestheticbased. Syntactic based algo-
rithms try to determine what is relevant in the source to be summarized and decide
how to condense its content using syntactic properties of the medium.

Syntactic based algorithms can further be distinguished depending on the use
of signal-basedproperties orstructural information. Signal-based algorithms rely
on the results of the audio and video signal analysis for selecting relevant parts of
the original content to include in the summary. Cues obtained by signal analysis
include presence and location of faces and superimposed text, camera motion, shot
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and story boundaries, speaker change, etc. Most approaches rely on the combina-
tion of multiple heuristics either coded in rules (e.g. [Lienhart, 2000; Mekenkamp
et al., 2002; Paulussen et al., 2003; Pfeiffer et al., 1996]) or embedded in impor-
tance functions (e.g. [Hauptmann and Smith, 1995; Ma et al., 2002; Uchihashi
et al., 1999]) for the classification and selection of relevant content. These are
examples of surface level summarization techniques.

Some methods rely on the consideration that a summary should contain little
redundancy and try to approach the problem in a numeric way by segmenting and
classifying video according to certain models of similarity [Aner and Kender, 2002;
Chiu et al., 2000; DeMenthon et al., 1998; Farin et al., 2002; Gong and Liu, 2001;
Hanjalic and Zhang, 1999; Yeo and Yeung, 1997; Uchihashi et al., 1999; Lee et al.,
2006]. These are examples of entity level summarization techniques.

Some systems are designed for handling specific types of content that presents
a repetitive clearly identifiable structure. Structural cues can be employed by re-
fined heuristics to locate interesting events and to include parts deemed relevant
in the summary [Agnihotri et al., 2001; Dimitrova et al., 2003; Hauptmann and
Smith, 1995; He et al., 1999; Li et al., 2001; Russell, 2000; Saarela and Merialdo,
1999; Toklu et al., 2000; Kolekar and Sengupta, 2006]. Video highlights are ex-
tracted based on these interesting events. In practice, many systems consider both
signal-based properties and structural cues.

Semantic based approaches determine what is relevant in the source based on
some sort of semantic understanding of the content. Currently many systems rely
on textual information associated with the video for obtaining semantic cues. If
textual information is available from speech transcription (either manual or auto-
matic) then the summarization problem is reduced to the textual domain for which
many techniques have been developed in the field of textual information retrieval
(e.g. [Salton et al., 1997]). Most of the summarization systems that have been de-
veloped in the research community are hybrid systems: they employ aspects of
syntax and semantics.

Aesthetic based approaches try to mimic human perception of aesthetics in
videos by making use of measurable properties of visual and audio signals [Rus-
sell, 2000; Sundaram et al., 2002]. The aim is to design better algorithms for deter-
mining the most salient parts in a video content to include in the summary. Related
work includes analyzing and representing theaffectiveproperties of video content
such as the intensity and type of feeling that viewers experience when watching
video [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005]. In [Hanjalic, 2006] Hanjalic uses affective content
analysis to detect exciting moments in sport and composing a summary containing
only the most exciting highlights.
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Output

Different methods for video summarization can produce radically different types of
summaries:still-image, moving-imageandmultimediasummaries. A still-image
summary is a small set of images extracted or generated from the original video.
A moving-image summary is a video composed of a set of image sequences with
accompanying audio extracted or generated from the original content but of consid-
erably shorter duration. Multimedia summaries combine still-images with moving-
images, audio and text to provide a multimedia presentation of the summary.

Most still-image summaries are a collection of key-frames extracted from
the original video displayed simultaneously in a so-calledstoryboardor pictorial
overview(e.g. [Chiu et al., 2000; DeMenthon et al., 1998; Farin et al., 2002; Han-
jalic and Zhang, 1999; Merialdo et al., 1999; Saarela and Merialdo, 1999; Yahiaoui
et al., 2001]). The key-frames can be arranged in a spatial layout with different
sizes depending on their relative importance (e.g. [Yeo and Yeung, 1997; Uchi-
hashi et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2007]). Furthermore they can be composed into a
multimedia presentation and offer access to the parts of the original video to which
they correspond (e.g. [Agnihotri et al., 2001; Dimitrova et al., 2003; Hauptmann
and Smith, 1995; He et al., 1999; Jasinschi et al., 2001; Li et al., 2001; Merlino
and Maybury, 1999; Petkovic et al., 2002; Toklu et al., 2000]). New visualizations
for presenting the output are proposed in [Christel et al., 2002] where the results of
a query are presented as a collage, which is a presentation of text and images de-
rived from multiple video sources. Another flavor of still-image summaries is the
so-calledmosaics(e.g. [Taniguchi et al., 1997; Irani and Anandan, 1998; Aner and
Kender, 2002]). They are still-images obtained by concatenating successive frames
captured during some sort of camera movement. Using global motion estimation
techniques, it is possible to calculate the amount of displacement and the geometric
transformation required to combine multiple successive frames into one panoramic
view of a scene. Figure 2.7 shows two examples of mosaic images generated from
videos.

Being composed out of multiple frames, a single mosaic contains more in-
formation than one single key-frame. However, due to its dynamic and temporal
nature, video can be better represented with moving images. [Ding et al., 1999]
found that video summaries including both text and imagery are more effective
than either modality alone.

Video skims are obtained by concatenating portions of the original video (e.g.
[Aizawa et al., 2001; Babaguchi et al., 2001; Dagtas et al., 2000; Gong and Liu,
2001; Lienhart, 2000; Ma et al., 2002; Mekenkamp et al., 2002; Omoigui et al.,
1999; Adami and Leonardi, 2001; Russell, 2000; Sundaram et al., 2002; Syeda-
Mahmood and Ponceleon, 2001; Benini et al., 2007]). Other forms of moving-
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Figure 2.7. Two example of mosaics generated from videos.

image summaries are presented in [Nam, 1999; Paulussen et al., 2003; Peker et al.,
2001; Peker et al., 2006] where the playback speed is changed to achieve a shorter
duration while preserving relevant information.

The output of a summarization system can be further classified depending on
the time required for consumption compared to the length of the original video:
high vs. low efficiency. Most of the systems can be considered highly efficient
because they have a very low consumption time (e.g. pictorial summary). [Nam,
1999; Omoigui et al., 1999; Peker et al., 2001] produce shorter versions of the
original video that can be consumed in place of the entire content. However, the
time required to consume the summary is still considerably high when compared,
for example with still-image summaries (e.g. [Yeo and Yeung, 1997; Uchihashi
et al., 1999]).

Personalization

Video summarization literature covers generic methods of summary extraction.
Most of the works in summarization do not take into account the specific needs
and preferences of users. Actually the ideal summary should be tailored to the spe-
cific needs of an individual or a group of users for a given task, time, context, and
environment. A study that looks at users generated text summaries concluded that
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individual users select very different things to be included in the summary [Salton
et al., 1997]. This gives a strong argument for personalized summaries. [Agnihotri
et al., 2003] conducted a study that looked at user requirements for personalized
multimedia summaries and found that summaries need to be personalized based
not only on user, but also based on task, time, and environment. However, the
only attempt at personalization so far has been in the area of content selection for
personalized news [Dimitrova et al., 2003; Merialdo et al., 1999; Agnihotri, 2005],
music videos and talk shows [Agnihotri, 2005], or sport programmes [Babaguchi
et al., 2001; Zhong et al., 2001].

2.2.4 Comparative analysis

In Figure 2.8 we map existing published summarization systems and methods ac-
cording to the proposed classification dimensions. The graph reveals where re-
search efforts have placed their focus. In the usage dimension, it is apparent that
content selection and consumption have been explored in detail while content cre-
ation and repurposing have been neglected. Also, fewer systems have been devoted
to professional users rather than consumers. Most systems cater for unknown user
intent, which means that they present to the users a generic summary that is inde-
pendent of the task the user may have in mind.

With respect to the content aspects, the most evident is the focus on produced
video in the TV domain. Summarization of home video and life recording from
wearable video has not been extensively explored yet. Most of the content analyzed
in the TV domain is geared toward genre specific methods. Methods have been
developed to address specific genres, especially highly edited video with high level
of inherent structure.

Summarization methods have explored input from visual video signal much
more than other modalities. Single source summarization systems are much more
prevalent in the literature than multiple source systems. Systems that consider
multiple sources of input are just beginning to be tackled. Signal-based approaches
prevail while there are some attempts to use structural aspects of video as well.
Semantics based methods are gaining momentum as evident from the table, while
aesthetic methods are just starting to be developed. Output elements are mostly
based on still or moving images and multimedia summaries are not in the focus
yet. From efficiency point of view, the aim of most surveyed methods has been
to provide a high level of efficiency as far as the time required for consuming the
summary is concerned. The graph also reveals that personalization aspects are
fairly new in multimedia summarization.
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Figure 2.8. Comparative analysis of 45 publications on video summarization
systems. Each leaf of the classification tree shown in Figure 2.5 represents a
classification criterion derived from the four proposed basic dimensions.
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2.3 Evaluation and validation

The evaluation is probably the most difficult part to set up for video summarization.
In all the publications that were surveyed a similar sentiment was echoed. Stud-
ies show that users rarely agree on what a summary should include [Salton et al.,
1997]. The ideal summary is hard to construct and rarely unique. Just as there
are many ways to describe an event or a scene, users can produce many generic
or user-focused summaries that they consider acceptable. Objective evaluation of
results and benchmarking of different algorithms are still open challenges. In this
section, we try to bring into focus the strategies required for evaluating summa-
rization systems. A summarization system needs to be evaluated in the following
aspects: algorithmic and user evaluation.

2.3.1 Algorithmic evaluation

In the algorithmic evaluation, the question is whether the algorithm extracts the
right content elements, has right coverage, etc. [Agnihotri et al., 2001] bench-
marked their talk-show summarization algorithm based on its accuracy to detect
the guests in the talk show and their areas of fame (movie, music etc.). Addition-
ally, the correctness of the introduction sentence that is included in the summary
was evaluated.

One of the most advanced initiatives is TRECVID [Nist, 2007]. TRECVID
offers good benchmarking opportunities for evaluation of some of the algorithms
used by summarization systems. The goal of the project is to promote progress
in content-based retrieval from digital video via open, metrics-based evaluation.
In 2003 and 2004 a dataset of 120 hours of video was assembled. In 2005, 160
hours of news videos of three different languages (English, Chinese, and Arabic)
were collected from multiple channels. The tasks include shot boundary detection,
story segmentation, high-level feature extraction, and search. The queries revolve
around object detection and identification in the video.

In 2005 and 2006, 50 hours ofrushesmaterial was added to the data set
[Smeaton et al., 2006]. Rushes are raw (unedited) footage created during pro-
duction of movies and TV shows. They contain all the camera takes that are shot
for a scene of a movie or TV show, natural sounds, crew and director’s voices,
camera movements between takes as well as video of clapboards. Research groups
were asked to provide tools for support of exploratory search on highly redundant
rushes data. There was no standard evaluation of the results.

In 2007, TRECVID contained a pilot evaluation of video summaries for rushes
aimed at compressing out redundant and insignificant content [Over et al., 2007].
The evaluation of the summaries was done by a small number of users (7) based
on ground truth information on what an ideal summary should contain. This
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TRECVID pilot study belongs to theintrinsic andground truth-basedevaluation
methods discussed in the next section.

2.3.2 User evaluation

There are three different aspects of user evaluation:intrinsic, extrinsic, andground
truth-based. The distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation was intro-
duced by Mani in the domain of automatic text summarization and information
retrieval [Hahn and Mani, 2000; Mani, 2001].

Intrinsic evaluation

The intrinsic ornormativeevaluation applies to a user judging the quality of the
summarization method by analyzing directly the summary. Intrinsic user evalua-
tion was performed by [Sundaram et al., 2002] who asked users to rate the coher-
ence of different summaries. [Merlino and Maybury, 1999] asked users to rate their
satisfaction on a 1–10 scale for ten different types of news summaries. The sum-
maries that had the most detail were rated much higher than the ones that contained
just keyframes. Another example of intrinsic evaluation can be found in [Ma et al.,
2002] where the aspects ofenjoyabilityandinformativenesswere evaluated.

Extrinsic evaluation

For extrinsic evaluation, users judge the quality of a summary according to how
it affects the completion of a task, such as how well it helps them performing a
selection among a large collection. Extrinsic user evaluation was performed on
multiple presentations of news summaries generated by thebroadcast news nav-
igator system by [Merlino and Maybury, 1999]. The users had to accomplish a
series of identification and comprehension tasks. [Yahiaoui et al., 2001] presented
multi-episode summarization and proposed the idea of a “simulated user” that eval-
uates whether their algorithm selects the optimal set of frames. The definition of
optimality is based on measurable color properties of images. This should enable
to perform algorithmic and user evaluation in an automatic way. They argue that
this measurement would be very close to what a human being would do.

Ground truth-based evaluation

In certain domains such as news and security videos, user task and usage require-
ments can be better defined than in other domains. In such cases, domain experts
can be asked to review and generate summaries of some selected test videos. Such
expert-generated summaries can then be used as the “ground truths” to evaluate the
quality of summaries automatically generated by computers. For example, over-
laps between the automatic summary and the ground truths could be measured in
terms of the concepts, entities, and video segments covered.
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2.4 Discussion

Video summarization has in the last years become a very popular research area
with a number of published works that is steadily increasing. However, the re-
search community has not yet come to a common understanding of its problems
and applications.

Our analysis reveals where research efforts have been most intense and also
what are the areas that have not been addressed yet. In the usage dimension, it
is apparent that content selection and consumption have been explored in detail.
With respect to the content aspects, it is clear that most approaches have been
geared toward produced video in the TV domain. In addition, methods have been
developed to address specific genres. Summarization methods have explored input
from the visual video signal much more than from other modalities. Signal-based
approaches to summarization are dominant. Output elements are mostly based on
still or moving images and multimedia summaries are starting to be developed.
From efficiency point of view, the aim of most surveyed methods has been to pro-
vide high level of efficiency.

Future advancements are expected in the areas where little or no work has been
done so far. In the usage dimension, summarization methods that aim at content
creation and repurposing are expected. Systems devoted to professional usage are
necessary for a wide variety of professions. According to the application domain
we should expect a better recognition of personal video and of the wearable video
summarization problem. There is also a great need for more generic summariza-
tion methods that should be genre independent and use a generalized framework.
It is also foreseeable that more research will be devoted to semantics and aes-
thetics based summarization methods. An area that needs to be explored is the
personalization of content presented in the summary. We need a framework that
captures personal preferences, creates summaries, updates the preferences and the
summaries and evolves over time. MPEG-7 has included a user preference de-
scription scheme to describe user’s preferred settings in multimedia information
browsing or searching, but higher-level attributes of user’s personal preferences
such as tastes are not addressed.

Having witnessed the last developments in video summarization, the biggest
gap we observe is the lack of a common framework for methodological, large scale
benchmarking.

In the next chapter we restrict the focus of the thesis to a particular type of
summaries,video previews, that address theinter-selectiontask.
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User requirements

As we have seen in the previous chapter, video summarization systems can serve
different purposes, can be developed for certain categories of users or for specific
types of content. In this chapter we refine the scope of this thesis (Section 3.1) and
we present the analysis of requirements (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The requirements
are described from the users’ perspective regardless of whether they can be incor-
porated into an algorithm. The translations of these requirements into computable
elements is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Scope of the thesis

In this thesis we address the problem of helping users selecting a video content item
from a large set. Our aim is to design a system that can automatically createvideo
previews, efficient representations of narrative videos, to assist users in choosing
among a vast collection of content items. According to the taxonomy presented in
the previous chapter, we focus on theinter-selection task.

Our definition of video preview is: a video sequence that gives a reliable im-
pression of a video item. A preview should be different from a commercial movie
trailer. Commercial movie trailers are one of the main advertising tools of the
movie industry. They are not made to give a fair impression of a film, but to
convince people to watch the movie. They try to impress the audience, generate
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curiosity and create expectations without any guarantee that they will be met in the
real content. A movie trailer maker said [Americana, 2001]: “I cannot tell you how
many times we have taken a really bad movie and gotten it to open in the top four
or five positions. Curiosity will get people in at least one or two more weekends
and if we can do that, we have done our job!”. A video preview aims at giving a
faithful impression of the content. If a video is boring, so should be its preview.

Another important difference between a commercial trailer and a video preview
is that a commercial trailer is built around an advertising and marketing strategy.
Voice-over comment, music and images are selected to fit the marketing strategy,
regardless of the actual content or storyline of the video item. An automatic system
has only the item’s content available, and can base the generation of a preview only
on this content.

How do people actually choose what to watch? In a recent study of [Gut-
terswijk, 2004] 15 subjects were interviewed about their TV watching behavior.
People tend to choose the programme by zapping or with the help of a programme
guide. People find it interesting to read the film overview for movies they want to
watch. Furthermore they consult programme guides during viewing time for in-
formation about the programme they watch such as information about actors and
what the story is about.

Based on this study, the assumption is that a video preview should help users
decide whether to watch a programme or not. Users might have a clear idea of what
type of video they would like to see, for example a comedy or a horror movie. They
might also know some information about the content from the programme guide.
However in order to make a good choice, users would like to know more about a
programme. For example, whether the programme is what they expect it to be, or
whether its atmosphere fits their mood, or whether they like the type of humour,
etc. This leads to the question “What elements of a video programme should a
video preview contain to help a user decide what to watch?”

In the next section we try to answer this question by presenting a set of require-
ments that a video preview should fulfill.

3.2 Requirements analysis

Our user requirements for fast and convenient content selection are derived from
related literature on video summarization (see Chapter 2 and specifically [Ma et al.,
2002; Pfeiffer et al., 1996]) and film production (i.e. [Mascelli, 1965; Zettl, 2001]).
Additionally, to make the list more complete, we interviewed five “experts” such as
professionals active in the film and video industry and scientists of the multimedia
research community.

The correctness and completeness of our set of requirements has been validated
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in a user study by means of guided interviews with 10 subjects [Visser, 2005]. Each
subject was shown previews and commercial trailers and was invited to discuss
differences. Furthermore the subjects were asked their opinion about the hypoth-
esized requirements and whether there were characteristics that a preview should
have that had not been mentioned.

Although a set of 10 subjects has a very low statistical power, the confronta-
tion of the requirements with such a group of people is considered to be sufficient
to assess that none of the major requirements were missing and that no wrong as-
sumptions were made [Bailey, 1996].

The outcome of this elicitation process is a list of more than thirty require-
ments that we have grouped in seven categories:duration, continuity, priority,
uniqueness, exclusion, structuralandtemporal order.

A preview can be considered as a selection of segments out of the original con-
tent. Duration requirements deal with the duration of the segments and the whole
preview.Continuityrequirements concern the transitions between subsequent seg-
ments. Priority requirements specify what type of content should be preferably
included in a preview and, in a complementary role,exclusionrequirements spec-
ify what should not be included in a preview.Uniquenessrequirements aim at
avoiding redundancy in the preview to achieve maximal efficiency. Videos have
certain structural properties, such as the presence of discernible scenes, that a pre-
view should reflect.Structural requirements deal with preserving in the preview
the structural properties of the video item.Temporal orderrequirements dictate the
order in which the video segments composing the preview should be presented.

The next sections contain a complete list of requirements for each category that
a video preview for content selection should fulfill according to our requirements
elicitation study.

3.2.1 Duration requirements

Duration requirements deal with the durations of the whole preview and of its seg-
ments.

Requirement D.1.Duration of the preview.
Users should be able to choose the desired duration of a preview according to their
needs or available time. From our requirement study [Visser, 2005] the preferred
duration of a video preview should be between 30 and 120 seconds. The ideal
duration depends on the actual usage scenario. For selecting a movie from a large
collection of content, previews should be very short. On the other hand, to make a
final choice among a few options, previews can last up to a couple of minutes.
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Requirement D.2.Minimum duration of each video segment.
Each video segment included in the preview should be understandable out of its
original context. The amount of time required by an average user to comprehend
it depends on its type, complexity, and generically speaking, the amount of infor-
mation it conveys. For example, scenes with many details need more time to be
understood by an average viewer (see e.g. [Sundaram et al., 2002]).

Requirement D.3.Maximum duration of a video segment.
In order not to reveal too many details of the original content, each video segment
included in the preview should not be longer than a certain maximum duration.
Furthermore, given a certain maximum duration for a video preview, it is preferable
to show many short segments instead of a few long ones.

3.2.2 Continuity requirements

Continuityis one of the most importantfilm grammarrules. Director Joseph Mas-
celli says in its “Five C’s of Cinematography” [Mascelli, 1965]:

“A professional sound motion picture should present acontinuous,
smooth, logical flow of visual images, supplemented by sound, de-
picting the filmed event in a coherent manner. [...] A picture with per-
fect continuity is preferred because it depicts the events realistically.
A picture with faulty continuity is unacceptable, because itdistracts
rather thanattracts.” [Mascelli, 1965]

A video preview should be as continuous as possible because users do not
appreciate a preview with many abrupt “jumps”. In other words, the transitions
between the segments composing the preview should be smooth and not distracting
for the viewers.

There are at least three aspects of a video preview, that correspond to three
media types, in which continuity should be preserved: visual, audio, and text.

Requirement C.1.Visual continuity.
The visual scenes included in each segment of a preview should not contain abrupt
interruptions of action. For example, a shot showing a woman running on a beach
toward the water followed by a shot of the same woman running away from the
water can disorient the viewers. Although interrupting a character’s action is actu-
ally a technique used often in film to increase tension, in a preview, where much of
the content is left out, it does not make much sense. The risk is to distract or even
annoy the viewer, rather than increase the tension.

In the audio domain, the most important aspects in a video item is usually speech.
The continuity requirement for audio can therefore be specialized for speech as
follows:
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Requirement C.2.Speech continuity.
To allow viewers to correctly comprehend spoken sentences, they should not be cut
but included entirely.

The textual domain for a video item is represented by its associated closed captions
or subtitles. They can be seen as an additional synchronized stream of information
complementary to the audiovisual streams. The continuity requirement for the
textual domain can be specialized as follows:

Requirement C.3.Subtitles continuity.
If present, superimposed subtitles or synchronized closed captions should be dis-
played for a sufficient amount of time to allow viewers to read them.

3.2.3 Priority requirements

Priority requirements indicate which content should be preferably included in a
preview to convey as much information as possible on the video item in the shortest
amount of time.

Requirement P.1.Fast understanding.
A video preview will contain scenes out of their original context. To allow users
to grasp the content of an entire preview, they should be able to easily and quickly
understand the content of each scene included in a preview.

Requirement P.2.People and main characters.
Most of the stories narrated in films are centered upon people. Viewers are natu-
rally interested in seeing the actual characters that are part of a story. Therefore,
sequences including persons should be preferred for being included in a video pre-
view.

Many users base their choice for certain content on the actual cast of a video
production. It is therefore important that a video preview includes scenes with the
main characters.

Requirement P.3.Action.
A certain number of action scenes should be included in a video preview. Scenes
showing characters’ activities help users to quickly understand the genre of a video
(e.g. action films vs drama or comedy) and parts of a story. Action scenes have
to be preferred to quiet, still scenes because the audience is able to create context
from it automatically [Zettl, 2001].

Requirement P.4.Dialogues and speech.
Dialogues are an essential element of narrated content. Meaningful dialogues be-
tween the main characters should be included in a video preview to allow viewers
to pick-up elements of the story line.
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Narrative content does not only use dialogues to develop a story-line. Mono-
logues and voice-over descriptions are also essential elements in the narrative struc-
ture. Scenes with speech should have therefore high priority for being included in
a video preview.

Requirement P.5.Silence.
To convey as much information as possible in a short amount of time, it is better to
avoid silent sequences. For example, silent scenes should have lower priority than
scenes including speech.

Requirement P.6.Highlights and emotional moments.
A video preview should include emotional scenes that represent highlights of the
story narrated in the film.

Requirement P.7.Story clues.
Ideally, a video preview for content selection should provide enough information
on the story line to allow users to understand it, and take it into consideration in
forming their opinion on the video item. Semantically important sequences should
therefore be included in a preview in order to give the audience clues on the story
line.

3.2.4 Uniqueness requirements

To be as efficient as possible, a preview should provide unique, non-redundant
information. Uniqueness requirements promote the efficiency of a preview by pe-
nalizing redundancies in the content.

Requirement U.1.Non-repetition.
A video preview should not contain any repetition of a sequence of the original
video item.

Requirement U.2.Visual uniqueness.
To maximize the efficiency of the video preview in conveying information about
video content, redundancy in the visual domain should be minimized. This means
that visually, the scenes included in a video preview should be as different from
each other as possible.

Requirement U.3.Story clues uniqueness.
Clues on the story line should be presented to the users without redundancies.

Requirement U.4.Characters uniqueness.
To avoid redundancy, scenes showing the main characters of a video item should
not be repeated.
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3.2.5 Exclusion requirements

Exclusion requirements indicate which content should not be included in the pre-
view.

Requirement E.1.Advertisements.
Many broadcasters introduce commercial advertisements in their video pro-
grammes. In order not to distract the users during the task of selecting a pro-
gramme, and to be efficient, the video preview of a recording of a broadcast should
not include any commercial advertisements.

Requirement E.2.Non-disclosure of end.
In order not to spoil the plot and to allow users to still enjoy the content, a video
preview should not disclose the end of the story.

3.2.6 Structural requirements

Structural requirements dictate rules that pay attention to the structural properties
of video.

Requirement S.1.Style.
A video preview should reflect the style of the video item as established, for ex-
ample, by aesthetic properties such as the color scheme [Wei et al., 2004] or the
editing patterns.

Requirement S.2.Uniform coverage.
In order to provide a good overview, a video preview should uniformly include
sequences from the entire content item.

Requirement S.3.Distance between selected segments.
The distances between segments of the original video that are selected for the pre-
view should be as large as possible. Short gaps between selected segments should
be avoided.

Including in the preview segments that are not far enough apart from each other
(jump cuts) can be annoying for the viewers. In other words, including segments
near each other but not adjacent, can create incongruous situations. Viewers might
mistakenly think that the segments are adjacent and misinterpret or even miss the
logical cause for a certain character’s action or spoken sentence.

Requirement S.4.Respect scene boundaries.
The last shot of a scene and the first shot of the consecutive scene (establishing
shot, see e.g. [Mascelli, 1965]) should not be both included in a video preview.
The reason is that these two segments, even if contiguous in the original order,
are related to different scenes and therefore very often do not relate to each other.
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Showing them out of their original context, one after the other in the video preview,
can confuse the viewers.

Requirement S.5.Tempo.
A video preview should reflect thetempo(or pace) of the original video.

Requirement S.6.Balance action and dialogue.
Action and dialogue scenes should be included in the preview with a certain bal-
ance. The proper balance can be set depending on the video genre and the users’
preferences and it should reflect the balance of the original video.

3.2.7 Temporal order requirements

Temporal order requirements concern the temporal order of the sequences included
in the preview. In this category, users have indicated conflicting requirements that
depend on personal taste and style. Keeping the original order certainly helps users
to understand the story line given the few clues provided by the preview. On the
other hand, changing the order prevents revealing too much of the story line in
case users want to later view the entire content. The choice of which requirement
to follow can be left to the final user of the system.

Requirement O.1.Dialogues at the beginning.
In order to provide users as quickly as possible with clues on the story line, dia-
logues sequences should be grouped together at the beginning of the preview. Many
motion pictures theatrical teasers present dialogue sequences at the beginning to in-
troduce the characters and the story line. Together with O.2, this requirement is an
alternative to O.3 and O.5.

Requirement O.2.Action at the end.
This requirement is complementary to O.1. The information that users acquire
from the dialogue sequences is used as introduction to the last part of the preview
that contains the main action scenes. In many professionally made movie trailers,
action scenes are packed at the end to surprise and tease the viewers. Users are used
to watch commercial trailers and that is why, perhaps, they propose this ordering.
Together with O.1, this requirement is an alternative to O.3 or O.5.

Requirement O.3.Alternate action and dialogue.
This requirement conflicts with O.1 and O.2. The alternation of dialogue sequences
giving clues on the story line and action sequences is considered by many users a
good generic structure for previews of narrative content.

Requirement O.4.Preserve order within a scene.
Sequences belonging to the same scene in the original content should have the
same temporal order in the video preview. Altering the original order of sequences
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that in the original content belongs to the same semantic scene, might give viewers
wrong clues on the story line.

Requirement O.5.Preserve original order.
Maintaining the original order can reduce the chances that an uncontrolled juxtapo-
sition of segments might provide the audience with wrong clues on the story line.
According to our user requirements validation study, people seems to generally
prefer the original order.

Requirement O.6.Main characters first.
Segments showing the main characters should be included as early as possible in
the preview to allow viewers to quickly recognize them and perhaps take a decision
on whether to watch the entire video, even before the preview is finished.

Requirement O.7.Time position.
Sequences from the end of the video should have a higher priority than sequences
from the beginning. Usually the rhythm of a film increases toward the end; there-
fore sequences from the end of the video contain more information than sequences
from the beginning. This observation is in apparent contradiction to requirement
E.2 of not disclosing too much information about the end of a movie.

3.3 Overview of the requirements and priorities

Before introducing a formal description of the requirements that were informally
presented in the previous sections, we prioritize them and present an overview for
easier reference and analysis.

In a real system, the implementation of each requirement has a cost in terms
of processing power, memory consumption and time required for computation. To
allow a more flexible design, we have tried to prioritize the requirements so that the
implementation can be focused first on the requirements with the highest priority.

A distinction can be made between requirements that must be fulfilled and
requirements whose degree of fulfillment influences the quality of the final result
without invalidating it in case of incomplete fulfillment. We assign to the former
case the highest priority score, 1, while all the other cases receive scores between 2
and 4. Table 3.1 contains the results of the analysis based on the author’s opinion.
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Table 3.1. Requirements overview and priorities.
Requirement Priority
D.1. Duration of the preview 1
D.2. Minimum duration of each video segment 1
D.3. Maximum duration of each video segment 1
C.1. Visual continuity 1
C.2. Speech continuity 1
C.3. Subtitles continuity 1
P.1. Fast understanding 2
P.2. People and main characters 2
P.3. Action 2
P.4. Dialogues and speech 2
P.5. Silence 3
P.6. Highlights and emotional moments 2
P.7. Story clues 2
U.1. Non-repetition 1
U.2. Visual uniqueness 3
U.3. Story clues uniqueness 3
U.4. Characters uniqueness 4
E.1. Advertisements 1
E.2. Non-disclosure of end 1
S.1. Style 4
S.2. Uniform coverage 1
S.3. Distance between selected segments 2
S.4. Respect scene boundaries 1
S.5. Tempo 3
S.6. Balance action and dialogue 3
O.1. Dialogues at the beginning 4
O.2. Action at the end 4
O.3. Alternate action and dialogue 4
O.4. Preserve order within a scene 4
O.5. Preserve original order 4
O.6. Main characters first 4
O.7. Time position 4
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A formal approach to movie

summarization

In this chapter we present a formal approach to the summarization of narrative
video content items. The requirements and specifications informally listed in Sec-
tion 3.2 are analyzed and translated into a formal definition of the problem of gen-
erating video previews.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 provides essential
definitions and the notation necessary to formalize the problem of movie sum-
marization and to describe the proposed solution. In Section 4.2 we present the
construction of the formal model based on the requirements analysis. We conclude
the chapter with the formal definition of the problem of video preview generation.

4.1 Definitions and notation

In this section we give formal definitions of video item, video preview, temporal
segmentation, video and audio segments, and some other related and useful con-
cepts. Although some of these elements might be intuitively known and used in
other domains, this section provides formal definitions to avoid any possible am-
biguity. For ease of reference, Table 4.1 at page 54 gives a complete list of the
symbols used in this chapter.

39
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Definition 4.1 (Video item). A video itemV is a couple(V,A), whereV a finite
sequence of framesV = ( f1, . . . , fn) meant to be displayed one after the other at a
specificframe rate R, andA is the associated audio track. 2

Definition 4.2 (Frame rate). The frame rate Rof a video item is the number of
video frames displayed per time unit. 2

A typical frame rate for standard definition television and video DVDs in Europe
is 25 frames per second. According to these definitions, a video item is a sequence
of frames meant to be displayed one after the other, in a predefined order at a
predefined frame rate. A video item usually has associated one or more audio
tracks and has often synchronized subtitles. For simplicity, we will not include
multiple audio tracks and subtitles in this definition of video item but we will treat
them separately.

Our definition of video item applies to most video content, such as, for exam-
ple, television broadcasts, or video programmes downloaded or streamed via the
Internet. Production of video items is not necessarily linear, in the sense that the
frames that belong to the video item frame sequence are not always produced in the
same order as they are meant to be played back. A video item is often the result of
a production process that starts with content capturing by means of video cameras
and usually includes an editing procedure calledmontagethat involves splitting,
cutting, and pasting segments in a non-linear way from multiple sources (e.g. mul-
tiple video camera takes). Before and during production, it is possible to identify
a certain structure in the video content. Unfortunately this structure is completely
lost after production and video is mostly delivered as an unstructured stream of
frame images.

An exception is represented by some physical video carriers, such as DVD, that
usually include a superimposed explicit structure used for navigating through the
content stored on the device.

We will not go further into the topic of video structuring and video browsing.
A lot of research work has already been published and many innovative systems
have been proposed and developed. One concept that is behind most of the work
done in this direction is the concept oftemporal segmentation. We give here below
a formal definition that serves the purpose of this thesis.

Definition 4.3 (Video segment).For a given video itemV = (V,A), V =
( f1, . . . , fn), avideo segmentis a finite sequence of consecutive frames:

v = ( fi , . . . , f j) ,

with 1≤ i < j ≤ n. 2
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Definition 4.4 (Temporal segmentation).A temporal segmentationof a video
item,S(V), is a partition of a video item into non-overlappingvideo segments:

S(V) = {v1,v2, . . . ,vc} ,

with vi ∩v j = /0 and
⋃

vi = V ∀i, j ∈ [1, . . . ,c]. 2

A video segmentcan also be seen as a time interval in the video item that has
associated astart time, adurationand anend timedefined as follows:

Definition 4.5 (Video segment start time).Each video segmentv = ( fi , . . . , f j)
has astart time, ts(v), that represents the time instant, relative to the beginning
of the video item, in which its first frame starts being displayed during play back
at normal speed:

ts(v) =
i−1

R
.

2

Definition 4.6 (Video segment duration).Each video segmentv = ( fi , . . . , f j)
has aduration, d(v), that is obtained by dividing the number of frames( j +1− i)
by the frame rateR:

d(v) =
j +1− i

R
.

2

A video segment with 250 frames and a frame rate of 25 frames per second has a
duration of 10 seconds. The frame rate of a video item is usually constant, there-
fore, given a specific frame rate, we can also measure the duration of a video seg-
ments in number of frames. In the rest of this document, unless otherwise specified,
we will measure segment durations in seconds.

Definition 4.7 (Video segment end time).Each video segmentv = ( fi , . . . , f j)
has anend time, te(v), that represents the time instant, relative to the beginning
of the video item, in which its last frame stops being displayed during normal play
back. 2

For a given video segmentv, the following relationship is valid (see Figure 4.1):

te(v) = ts(v)+d(v) .

Definition 4.8 (Video segment time span).For each video segmentv, the start
time and theend timedefine a time intervalδv = [ts(v), te(v)] that we callvideo
segment time span. 2

Similarly to the definition ofvideo segmentand its associated definitions ofstart
time, end time, duration, andtime span, we can consideraudio segments.
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Figure 4.1. Video segment start time, end time and duration.

Definition 4.9 (Audio segment).An audio segmentis a finite sequence of succes-
sive audio samples belonging to the audio track of a video item. 2

The concept oftemporal segmentationcan be also applied to audio segments inde-
pendently from video. For simplicity, unless otherwise specified, we shall consider
for a video item, an audio segmentation that corresponds to the video segmenta-
tion. Each video segmentvi has a corresponding audio segmentai with same start
and end times and same duration.

Besides audio tracks, video items have often associated synchronized streams
of subtitles. A subtitleis a string of text that has to be displayed at a certain time
instant and for a certain duration. For subtitles we shall use the same definitions and
notation given for segments. The only difference is that a temporal segmentation
of a video item defines a partition into non-overlapping segments, while subtitles
can be overlapping in time. It is possible that a subtitle starts to be displayed while
the preceding one is still on the screen. For a brief period of time both subtitles are
displayed on two or multiple separate lines.

Video items are usually the result of production procedures that involve what is
calledmontageor video editing[Rubin, 1992]. Video is first captured in so-called
camera takes. A camera takeis a sequence of frames captured uninterruptedly by
the same camera from the moment the camera starts capturing to the moment it
stops. Duringmontage, camera takes are trimmed, split, and inserted one after the
other to compose anedited versionof a video. The basic element of an edited video
is calledshot. A shot is a contiguous sequence of frames belonging to the same
camera take in an edited video. Content-wise, shots usually possess some degree
of uniformity, either visually or auditory. Based on this definition, we can define a
particular type of temporal segmentation, theshot segmentation:

Definition 4.10 (Shot segmentation).A shot segmentationof a video item,
Sh(V), is a temporal segmentation in which each segment corresponds to a sin-
gle shot. 2
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The concept of shot is derived from the physical nature of the montage procedure
and, as such, it is easy to define and to understand. It is useful to define another
type of segmentation that is also the result of editing but that is directly linked to
the concept of narration in video. Narrative video productions are based on sto-
ries that are communicated by means of audiovisual media. Stories can be seen
as sequences of independent but correlated events. Each event can potentially in-
volve different characters, or be happening at a differ place or at a different time.
In narrative, each element of a story that corresponds to such an event is called
a logical story unit. In video production, logical story units are translated into
scenes. A scene is a set of shots that corresponds to a logical story unit. Scenes
can be formed by a sequence of consecutive shots, or by sets of temporally non-
consecutive shots. Usually, although there are some exceptions, shots belonging to
the same scene possess some degree of visual similarity. Based on the definition of
scene, we can define another particular type of temporal segmentation, thescene
segmentation:

Definition 4.11 (Scene segmentation).A scene segmentationof a video item,
Sc(V), is a temporal segmentation in which each segment corresponds to a sin-
gle scene. 2

The problem addressed in this thesis is the automatic creation of previews of nar-
rative video items. Given the above definitions, a video preview can be formally
defined as:

Definition 4.12 (Video preview). A video preview Pis a subset of the original
video item. It can be represented as a finite sequence of video segments belonging
to the original video item:P = (p1, . . . , pN) wherep j is the j-th segment in the
preview. 2

The definition of video preview given above does not allow including in a preview
additional content, audio or video, that is not part of the original video item but that
might improve the users’ experience. For example, a preview might be enhanced
by mixing an additional audio track (e.g. music or voice-over commentary) or a
preview could be made smoother by applying dissolve effects to segment transi-
tions. Some of these enhancements are discussed in Section 5.9. For the moment
we will stick to Definition 4.12 and not use any additional content that is not part
of the original video. To summarize, Figure 4.2 provides a visual index to the
definitions given so far.

4.2 Summarization as an optimization problem

In this section, the problem of automatically generating a video preview is formal-
ized as an optimization problem. The requirements listed in the previous chapter
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f1 fn

Video item

Audio track

Video segments 
Shots

Scenes

Video preview

Figure 4.2. Hierarchical structure of a video item: frames, shots, scenes, and
video preview. Although in the figure the segmentation and the preview seem to
involve only the visual part of a video item, they include also audio.

are modeled either as formal constraints that a preview should satisfy, or as part of
an objective function to maximize. The objective function is designed for estimat-
ing the quality of a preview based on numerical attributes computed directly from
the content.

4.2.1 Objective function

In this section we introduce the objective function eval(P) of a given previewP as
depending upon the functions:priority scoreπ(P), redundancy scoreρ(P), struc-
ture scoreη(P), andorder scoreω(P):

eval(P) = F (π(P),ρ(P),η(P),ω(P)) . (4.1)

Thepriority scoreπ(P) models the priority requirements listed in Section 3.2.3.
The redundancy scoreρ(P) is designed to take into consideration the uniqueness
requirements defined in Section 3.2.4. Thestructure scoreη(P) depends on the
degree of fulfillment of the structural requirements described in Section 3.2.6. Fi-
nally, theorder scoreω(P) allows considering the temporal order requirements
defined in Section 3.2.7.

In the next sections we design and make the structure of eval(P) and its com-
ponents explicit. The requirements not directly included in eval(P) are modeled as
explicit constraints that the segments included inP have to fulfill.
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4.2.2 Modeling duration requirements

According to Requirement D.1, the duration of the preview can be assumed to be
fixed by the user. If we indicate withDmin andDmax the minimum and maximum
preview durations, we can model Requirement D.1 with the following constraint:

Dmin ≤
N

∑
j=1

d(p j)≤ Dmax (4.2)

wherep j is the j-th segment in the previewP = (p1, . . . , pN) (see Definition 4.12).
Requirements D.2 and D.3 state that the duration of each segment in the pre-

view should be bigger than a minimum valuedmin and smaller than a maximum
valuedmax. This can be formalized by requiring for each segmentp j in the pre-
view that:

∀p j ∈ P : dmin ≤ d(p j)≤ dmax . (4.3)

4.2.3 Modeling continuity requirements

Shots are defined by film makers for being the elementary units constituting the
video item [Block, 2001], and within a shot there are usually no abrupt interrup-
tions of action [Mascelli, 1965]. Therefore, continuity Requirement C.1 can be
fulfilled by including in the preview segments that belong to the shot segmentation
of the video item:

∀p∈ P : p∈ Sh(V) (4.4)

whereSh(V) is a shot segmentation of the video itemV.
According to requirement C.2, spoken sentences in the audio track should be

included entirely in the preview and not abruptly cut. To model this requirement,
let us consider a temporal segmentation of the audio trackA such that each audio
segment does not contain any broken spoken sentence:A= (a1, . . . ,aQ) (ai being
thei-th audio segment andQ the number of audio segments). LetAs⊆A the subset
of audio segments corresponding to complete spoken sentences. Requirement C.2
can be modeled by imposing:

∀a∈ As ,

(
δa∩

⋃
p∈P

δp

)
6= /0 ⇔∀t ∈ δa ∃q∈ P : t ∈ δq . (4.5)

In words, each audio segment corresponding to a spoken sentence should be either
completely included in the preview or not included at all.

Requirement C.3 states that the subtitles associated with the video item should
be displayed for a sufficient amount of time to be read. If we represent the syn-
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chronized subtitlesC asC = (c1, . . . ,cS) (ck being thek-th subtitle andS the total
number of subtitles), the continuity Requirement C.3 can be formalized with the
following constraint:

∀c∈C ,

(
δc∩

⋃
p∈P

δp

)
6= /0 ⇔∀t ∈ δc ∃q∈ P : t ∈ δq . (4.6)

In words, each subtitle overlapping with a preview segment should be completely
included in the preview.

4.2.4 Modeling priority requirements

To model the set of priority requirements listed in Section 3.2.3, we define for each
preview segmentp j ∈ P apriority scoreπ(p j) as follows:

π(p j) = wA(p j)
wherew is a vector of 7 weighting factors andA(p j) is a column vector of numer-
ical attributes associated with segmentp j in the range[0,1]:

A(p j) =

 a1(p j)
...

a7(p j)

 .

These 7 attributes correspond to the priority requirements P.1 till P.7 listed in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 and they represent properties that can be computed directly from the
audiovisual content. The higher the priority ofp j for being included in the video
preview, the higher the values inA(p j). The priority scoreπ(P) in the objec-
tive function (4.1) is directly proportional to the priority scores of the segments
included in the preview:

π(P) =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

π(p j) .

The relative importance of the various attributes can be linearly tuned using the
weighting factorsw = (w1, . . . ,w7), with:

7

∑
i=1

wi = 1 , 0≤ wi ≤ 1 , i = 1, . . . ,7 .

In Chapter 5 we describe the exact nature of these attributes and how they can be
computed directly from the raw audiovisual signal.
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4.2.5 Modeling uniqueness requirements

Uniqueness requirements, defined in Section 3.2.4, promote uniqueness and pe-
nalize redundancy. Requirement U.1,non-repetition, can be easily modeled by
imposing that all the segments included in a preview should contain different con-
tent:

∀i, j ,1≤ i < j ≤ N , pi ∩ p j = /0 . (4.7)

The visual uniquenessRequirement U.2 can be modeled by defining avisual
redundancyscore,ρv(P) for the preview that will have to be minimized:

ρv(P) =
2

N(N−1)

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

σv(pi , p j)

whereσv(pi , p j) represents the visual similarity of segmentspi andp j and can be
computed based on automatically extracted visual features (see Chapter 5).

Requirement U.3,story clues uniquenessaims at eliminating redundancies in
the information regarding the story line. It can be modeled by introducing an ad-
ditional redundancy score, thetextual redundancyscore,ρt(P) that will have to be
minimized for the preview:

ρt(P) =
2

N(N−1)

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

σt(pi , p j)

whereσt(pi , p j) represents the textual similarity of segmentspi andp j , or, in other
words, the amount of redundant information provided in the textual domain.

To model Requirement U.4,characters uniqueness, we can follow a similar
approach as for the previous requirement, and define acharacter redundancyscore,
ρc(P) that will have to be minimized and that measures how often each different
character is shown in a preview:

ρc(P) =
2

N(N−1)

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

σc(pi , p j)

whereσc(pi , p j) represents the characters similarity of segmentspi and p j . In
Chapter 5 it will be defined as the number of characters that are shown in both
segmentspi and p j of the preview. Although, in practice, it will be very difficult
to compute it reliably due to the poor performances of current face recognition
techniques [Turetsky and Dimitrova, 2004].

Theredundancy scoreρ(P) introduced in Section 4.2.1, is defined as follows:
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ρ(P) = r1ρv(P)+ r2ρt(P)+ r3ρc(P) ,

wherer1, r2, andr3 are normalization factors.

4.2.6 Modeling exclusion requirements

According to Requirement E.1, a video preview should not include commercial
advertisements. This requirement can be modeled by forcing:

P∩Ca(V) = /0 (4.8)

whereCa(V) is a set of segments representing the commercial advertisements of
video itemV.

Additionally, we can take into consideration the Requirement E.2 of not dis-
closing the end of the video item, by discarding from the set of candidate segments
for the preview, a certain percentage of segments from the end of the video:

∀p∈ P, te(p)≤ α ∑
p∈P

d(p) α ∈ [0,1] . (4.9)

4.2.7 Modeling structural requirements

To model Requirement S.1,style, we define a functionη1(P), to be maximized,
that measures how visually similar the preview segments are to the original video
with respect to the color distribution:

η1(P) = σv(P,V)
whereσv(P,V) represents the visual similarity betweenP andV and can be com-
puted based on automatically extracted visual features, as discussed in Chapter 5.

To model structural Requirement S.2 dealing with uniform coverage of the
whole video item, we can consider a scene segmentation intoL scenes:

Sc(V) = {U1,U2, . . . ,Ui , . . . ,UL}
whereUi is the set of video segments belonging to thei-th scene,Ui ∩U j = /0 and⋃

Ui = V, ∀i, j ,1≤ i < j ≤ L. We define another functionη2(P) of the segments
included in the preview, which has to be maximized, and measures how uniform
the distribution of the preview segments is across the scenes.η2(P) is the product
of the durations of the preview segments relative to their respective scene duration:

η2(P) = L

√√√√ L

∏
j=1

c+∑p∈P,p∈U j
d(p)

d(U j)
. (4.10)
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In the previous equation we extract theL-th root to bringη2 to the same nu-
merical range of the other elements ofη(P). Note that adding the constantc at the
numerator ofη2 is necessary because, otherwise, if there is one scene of which no
part is being used inP, thenη2 = 0.

Requirement S.3 about thedistance between selected segments, can be modeled
by defining another function to maximize,η3(P) as product of the distance between
selected segments:

η3(P) = N−1

√
1

η3

N−1

∏
i=1

|ts(pi+1)− te(pi)| , (4.11)

whereη3 is a normalization factor defined as:

η3 =

(
∑v∈S(V) d(v)−∑N

i=1d(pi)
N−1

)N−1

.

To model Requirement S.4,respect scene boundaries, we impose that preview
segments that are consecutive in the original video item should belong to the same
scene:

∀pi , p j ∈ P : te(pi) = ts(p j)⇒∃Uk : pi , p j ∈Uk . (4.12)

Requirement S.5,tempo, states that a video preview should reflect the tempo
of the original video item. Directors set the film tempo during editing by adjusting
the duration of the shots. Short shots induce a perception of action and fast pace.
On the contrary, long shots induce a perception of calm and slow pace. Perceived
film tempo is also influenced by the amount of action (actual motion) present in
the video scenes and the audio loudness [Zettl, 2001]. To model this requirement,
we need to consider thetempo distributionof a video itemΨV in order to create a
preview with a tempo that is as close to the original as possible. In Chapter 5 we
will show how to compute the tempo distribution of a video item.

To generate a preview that mimics the original video item’s tempo we define a
function to minimize,η4(P), that is the distance between the original video item’s
tempo distributionΨV and the preview tempo distributionΨP:

η4(P) = dist(ΨP−ΨV) , (4.13)

where dist(ΨP−ΨV) is a non-negative value that represents the distance between
the original video item’s tempo distribution and the preview tempo (formal defini-
tions ofΨP andΨV will be given in Chapter 5).

To model Requirement S.6,balance action and dialogue, we define two func-
tions, action(p) and dialogue(p), that indicate whether a certain segment can be
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considered an action segment or whether it contains a dialogue:

action(p) =
{

1 if p is an action segment
0 otherwise

dialogue(p) =
{

1 if p is a dialogue segment
0 otherwise

A video segment is either considered an action segment or a dialogue segment:

∀v∈ V : action(v) ∨ dialogue(v) .

To balance action and dialogue segments, we define an additional function to
maximize,η5(P), that is the product of the number of action and dialogue segments
in the preview:

η5(P) =
√

NaNd

N
(4.14)

whereNa andNd are defined as follows:

Na = ∑
p∈P

action(p)

Nd = ∑
p∈P

dialogue(p) .

Maximizing (4.14) has the consequence that if a video item has very few di-
alogue segments, they might all be included in the preview, apparently violating
Requirement S.5,tempo. In practice this situation is extremely rare because narra-
tive video items usually have large numbers of dialogue segments.

The structure scorefunction, η(P), introduced in Section 4.2.1, can then be
defined as follows:

η(P) = b1η1(P)+b2η2(P)+b3η3(P)−b4η4(P)+b5η5(P) , (4.15)

where(b1, . . . ,b5) are positive normalization factors. In Equation (4.15),η4(P)
is subtracted from the other functions because it should be minimized in order to
fulfill Requirement S.5.

4.2.8 Modeling temporal order requirements

Temporal order requirements can be taken into consideration by defining an addi-
tional functionω1(P) to be maximized1 that depends on the segments positions in

1All the functions introduced in this section have to be maximized.
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the preview. In Chapter 3 we have presented three alternative requirements for or-
dering the segments in a video: O.1 dialogue at the beginning O.2 action at the end,
and O.3 alternate action and dialogue. For each of these alternatives we give a cor-
responding definition ofω1(P) that we indicate, respectively withω′

1(P), ω′′
1(P),

andω′′′
1 (P).

For example, to generate a preview having all the dialogue segments together
at the beginning of the preview, as stated in Requirement O.1,ω′

1(P) can be defined
as follows:

ω′
1(P) =

2
N(N−1)

N

∑
i=1

(N− i)dialogue(pi) .

Alternatively, to generate a preview having all the action segments at the end, as
demanded by Requirement O.2,ω1(P) can be defined as follows:

ω′′
1(P) =

2
N(N+1)

N

∑
i=1

i ·action(pi) .

To model Requirement O.3,alternate action and dialogue, ω′′′
1 (P) can be de-

fined as follows:

ω′′′
1 (P) =

1
2(N−1)

N−1

∑
i=1

(|action(pi)−action(pi+1)| +

|dialogue(pi)−dialogue(pi+1)|) .

(4.16)

Because a video segment can be classified either asactionor dialogue, in Equa-
tion (4.16), two consecutive segments of the same class do not contribute toω′′′

1 (P),
while consecutive segments of different classes contribute positively.

To preserve the original order of the segments included in the preview within
each scene, as stated in Requirement O.4, it is sufficient to impose:

∀pi , pi+1 ∈U j , j = 1, . . . ,L , ts(pi)≤ ts(pi+1) . (4.17)

Similarly, to maintain the original order among all the segments included in the
preview, as described in Requirement O.5, we can impose:

∀pi , pi+1 ∈ P , ts(pi)≤ ts(pi+1) . (4.18)

To make sure that the main characters in a video are included as early as pos-
sible in the preview, as demanded by Requirement O.6,main characters first, we
define a functionν(pi) that returns a positive value in the interval[0,1] directly
proportional to the relative importance of the characters present in segmentpi (see
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Chapter 5). To fulfill O.6, we then consider an additional function to maximize,
ω2(P), defined as follows:

ω2(P) =
2

N(N−1)

N

∑
i=1

(N− i)ν(pi) .

To favor segments that appear toward the end of the video, as stated in Re-
quirement O.7,time position, we can consider an additional function to maximize,
ω3(P) that is directly proportional to each video segment’s start time:

ω3(P) = ∑
p∈P

ts(p)
∑v∈S(V) d(v)

. (4.19)

Although Equation (4.19) appears to be conflicting with Requirement E.2,non-
disclosure of end, mapped to Constraint (4.9), the two constraints can be both sat-
isfied. A preview should not include segments at the end of the video item to fulfill
Constraint (4.9), and it should include more segments near the end than segments
near the beginning as result of maximizing Equation (4.19).

Theorder scoreω(P) introduced in Section 4.2.1, can finally be defined as:

ω(P) = c1ω1(P)+c2ω2(P)+c3ω3(P) ,

wherec1, c2, andc3 are positive normalization factors.

4.2.9 Modeling the objective function

To fulfill the priority, structural, and order requirements, the choice of which seg-
ments to include in the preview should be such thatπ(P), η(P), and ω(P) are
maximized whileρ(P) is minimized. This can be achieved by defining eval(P) as
follows:

eval(P) = e1π(P)−e2ρ(P)+e3η(P)+e4ω(P) . (4.20)

The coefficients(e1, . . . ,e4) are used to weigh the contributions of the different
categories of requirements. They can allow personalizing the generation of the
preview by changing the relative impact of the different types of requirements on
the value of the objective function.

4.3 Problem definition

In view of the definitions and constraints given in the previous sections, the prob-
lem of automatically generating a previewP of a given video itemV can be for-
malized by first defining a category of previews that satisfy all the requirements
mapped explicitly to constraints.
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Definition 4.13 (Set of feasible previews).Given a video itemV = (V,A), min-
imum and maximum durationsDmin and Dmax, the set of feasible previews
P∗(V,Dmax,Dmin), is the set of previewsP = (p1, . . . , pN) that satisfy con-
straints (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), (4.12), (4.17), and (4.18).

2

Definition 4.14 (Video preview generation problem – VPG).Given a video
item V = (V,A), minimum and maximum durationsDmin and Dmax, find the
feasible previewP∈ P∗(V,Dmax,Dmin) that maximizes eval(P). 2

For ease of reference, Table 4.1 gives an overview of the symbols used in this
chapter to define the VPG problem.
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Table 4.1. Symbols used in the definition of the VPG problem.

symbol description page
A audio track 40
A(p j) priority attributes vector ofp j 46
a1(p j), . . . ,a7(p j) priority numerical attributes ofp j 46
action(p) returns 1 ifp is an action segment 50
ai i-th audio segment 42
C set of subtitles 46
Ca(V) set of commercial advertisementsV 48
ck k-th subtitle 46
Dmax maximum preview duration 45
Dmin minimum preview duration 45
d(v) duration of video segmentv 41
dialogue(p) returns 1 ifp is a dialogue segment 50
dmax maximum segment duration 45
dmin minimum segment duration 45
eval(P) objective function to maximize 44
L number of scenes 48
N number of preview segments 43
n number of frames 40
Na number of action segments 50
Nd number of dialogue segments 50
P = (p1, . . . , pN) video preview 43
p j j-th preview segment 43
P∗(V,Dmax,Dmin) set of feasible previews for video itemV 53
Q number of audio segments 45
R frame rate 40
S number of subtitles 46
S(V) temporal segmentation ofV 40
Sc(V) scene segmentation ofV 43
Sh(V) shot segmentation ofV 42
te(v) end time of video segmentv 41
ts(v) start time of video segmentv 41
Ui set of segments of scenei 48
V video item 40
V = ( f1, . . . , fn) sequence of frames of video itemV 40
vi i-th video segment 40
w priority score weighting vector 46
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symbol description page
α discarded fraction of the video item 48
δv time span of video segmentv 41
η(P) order score of previewP 44
ν(pi) relative characters importance of segmentpi 51
π(P) priority score of previewP 44
π(p j) priority score of segmentp j 46
ρ(P) redundancy score of previewP 44
ρc(P) character redundancy score 47
ρt(P) textual redundancy score 47
ρv(P) visual redundancy score 47
σc(pi , p j) characters similarity of segmentspi andp j 47
σt(pi , p j) textual similarity of segmentspi andp j 47
σv(P,V) visual similarity betweenV and previewP 48
σv(pi , p j) visual similarity of segmentspi andp j 47
ΨP tempo distribution of previewP 49
ΨV tempo distribution of video itemV 49
ω(P) structure score of previewP 44





5
Solution approach

A fter having elicited the requirements that a preview should fulfill in Chapter 3,
we have formalized a solution approach in Chapter 4. In this chapter we further
specify, specialize and describe the implementation of the elements, constraints
and functions that appeared in the formal model of Chapter 4 in an abstract or
generic way. Finally we present a solution based on local search and its numerical
evaluation.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 provides an
overview of our solution approach that is further discussed in Sections 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. A numerical evaluation of the quality of the generated solu-
tions is reported in Section 5.8, while Section 5.9 describes a last post processing
step. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.10.

5.1 Overview

Our approach to solve the video preview generation problem consists of two main
steps: apreparationstep and aselectionstep. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic repre-
sentation of our approach. In thepreparationstep, the raw audiovisual content is
divided into segments that are suitable for being included in a preview. In this step
we aim at solving as many top-priority requirements as possible. In theselection

57
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step an optimal subset of the segments is selected that fulfills as many requirements
as possible. Finally, a preview is composed using these segments.

Raw AV 
content Preparation

Candidate 
AV 

segments
Selection Preview

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the two main steps of our approach.

Thepreparationmain step can be further divided into three intermediate steps:
temporal segmentation, micro segmentation, and segment compensation. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows all the steps included in our approach.

The temporal segmentationstep partitions the video frames into visually con-
tiguous segments that are used as basic units in constructing the preview. Because
the segmentation is based on shot-cut detection, after this stage there is no guaran-
tee that the duration requirements are fulfilled. Themicro segmentationstep takes
care of further splitting segments that are too long for being entirely included in a
preview. Finally, thesegment compensationstep repairs the segments that violate
one of the continuity requirements.

After these three initial steps we obtain a set of candidate segments suitable for
being included in a preview. Theselectionmain step is responsible for selecting
which segments to include in the preview. It can be further divided into four suc-
cessive steps:macro segmentation, pre-filtering, optimization, andpost processing.

Themacro segmentationstep performs a scene segmentation as required by the
structural requirements. Before selecting a set of segments that maximizes eval(P)
in theoptimizationstep, apre-filteringoperation is carried out that eliminates all
segments that do not fulfill the exclusion requirements. The last step, thepost
processing, provides the final glue to bind all the selected segments in a visually
pleasing video preview.

In the next sections we describe the details of all the steps using the formal-
ism introduced in the previous chapter. Additionally, we provide insights on the
implementation of the proposed method for the case of MPEG video. MPEG is
the video compression standard used in digital television broadcasts and commer-
cial distribution of videos (DVDs). It has been designed to optimize compression
rates and mostly for sequential access. In the following sections we present a fast
and efficient implementation of video preview generation for MPEG that does not
require full decoding of the video.

5.2 Temporal segmentation

The first step toward generating a video preview consists of segmenting the un-
structured video item into meaningful segments. Constraint (4.4) derived from
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Raw AV 
content

Macro segmentation

Pre-filtering

Optimization

Post processing

Temporal segmentation

Micro segmentation

Segment compensation

Preview

Preparation

Selection

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of all the steps of our approach.

Requirement C.1 (visual continuity) states that the temporal segmentation forming
the basis of the preview should be a shot segmentation.

Many methods for shot segmentation have been proposed in the literature with
different computational complexity and different performances in terms of preci-
sion and recall [Lienhart, 1999]. Because the results of shot segmentation are fur-
ther refined in successive steps before being used in the creation of a preview, we
have implemented a simple histogram-based method based on comparing color his-
tograms of consecutive frames. When the difference between the color histograms
exceeds a certain threshold, the beginning of a new shot, a so-calledshot-cut, is
assumed. The threshold is proportional to the frame dimensions or can be dynam-
ically adjusted depending on the average of the histogram difference in a sliding
window of a certain number of frames. Although many difference measures have
been proposed for comparing color histograms (see for an overview [Lienhart,
1999] or [Barbieri, 2001]), for the purpose of detecting shot-cuts, we found that
the simpleL1 distance is in practice good enough. Given two color histograms
H( fi) andH( fi+1), of two consecutive framesfi and fi+1, theL1 distance is de-
fined as:

L1(H( fi),H( fi+1)) =
B

∑
k=1

|Hk( fi)−Hk( fi+1)| ,

whereHk( fi) represents thek-th bin of the color histogram of framefi . A shot-cut
is detected each timeL1(H( fi),H( fi+1)) exceeds a fixed threshold.

In case of video material compressed in MPEG format, considerable improve-
ments in speed and memory usage can be achieved by considering only I-frames
(e.g. for a typical GOP size of 12, at a frame rate of 25 frames per second, this
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corresponds to sub-sampling the video at approximately 2 frames per second). Ad-
ditionally, to further increase speed and reduce memory requirements, we extract
from the video stream, with only partial decoding, rescaled versions (64 times
smaller) of the I-frames called DC-images. They are obtained by considering only
the DC coefficients of the bi-dimensional discrete cosine transform of the 8x8 pix-
els blocks of a full-size frame (see also [Barbieri, 2001]). The performances of
shot-cut detection using the color histogram of the DC-images are the same as us-
ing full-size frames with the considerable advantage of requiring much less com-
putational resources.

Figure 5.3 shows a graph of theL1 histogram differences between consecutive
I-frames of a video segment of 48 seconds. The fixed threshold and the detected
shot-cuts are also shown.
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Figure 5.3.L1 histogram difference between consecutive I-frames of a 48 seconds
long video segment. The threshold is fixed at 1500.

Table 5.1 reports the performances of the shot-cut detector on a test set of
5 video programmes belonging to the TRECVID 2001 dataset [Nist, 2007]. The
total duration of the videos is about 2 hours. The average recall (percentage of shot-
cuts detected) is 90% with an average precision (percentage of correctly detected
shot-cuts) of 92%.

The temporal segmentation procedure delivers a list of shot boundaries that
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Table 5.1. Precision and recall of the shot-cut detector for 5 videos from
TRECVID 2001. TheGT (ground truth) column represents the number of shot-
cuts manually annotated. The columnDetectedrepresents the number of detected
shot-cuts and the columnCorrectrepresents the number of shot-cuts correctly de-
tected.Precisionis the ratio between the number of shot-cuts correctly detected
and the number of shot-cuts detected.Recall is the ratio between the number of
shot-cuts correctly detected and the number of shot-cuts manually annotated. The
average precision is 92% and the average recall is 90%.

Video GT Detected Correct Precision Recall
NASA 25th Anniv. Seg. 5 65 62 57 91.9% 87.7%
NASA 25th Anniv. Seg. 9 103 106 91 85.8% 88.3%
Challenge at Glen Canyon242 271 227 83.8% 93.8%
The Great Web of Water 531 476 446 93.7% 84.0%
Senses and Sensitivity 3 308 300 294 98.0% 95.5%

define the segments that will be used as elementary units for building the preview.
The shot segmentation procedure does not guarantee that each shot has the

proper duration. There could be shots with a duration that exceeds the maximum
duration requirements, or shots could have been detected that are too short for
being included in the preview out of their context. These two issues are solved
using respectively amicro segmentationand asegment compensationprocedure.
These procedures are described in the next two sections.

5.3 Micro segmentation

Requirement D.3 (maximum shot duration), translated into the right side of con-
straint (4.3), states that each segment should not be longer than a certain duration.
In this step, segments exceeding the maximum duration after the shot segmentation
are further divided into sub-segments using a micro segmentation procedure.

For each segmentv for which its durationd(v) is greater thandmax, the pro-
cedure generates a subdivision into sub-segments with durations not greater than
dmax and not smaller thandmin. If an exact subdivision with these constraints does
not exist, then the remaining parts of the segment that are shorter thandmin can be
aggregated with adjacent segments or simply discarded in the further processing.
The micro-segmentation step can be easily formalized as an integer linear pro-
gramming problem and solved with standard methods (e.g. simplex method). The
problem is an instance of thebin packing problem, a knapsackvariant [Martello
and Toth, 1990]. It can be formalized as follows:

max
N

∑
i=1

xi
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N

∑
i=1

xi ≤ L

dmin ≤ xi ≤ dmax , i = 1, . . . ,N

whereL is the video segment’s total duration,N is the number of sub-segments,
given byN = dL/dmaxe, andxi is the duration of thei-th sub-segment withi =
1, . . . ,N.

Additionally, the micro-segmentation procedure can be guided by clues ex-
tracted from the content such as:

– A change in audio category or sentence boundary (audio clue).

– Appearance and disappearance of subtitles (visual clue).

– Appearance and disappearance of detected faces (visual clue).

– A change in camera motion or object motion (motion clue).

Section 5.7.1 describes how these clues can be obtained from the audiovisual con-
tent by means of content analysis.

Note that visual changes in content are not listed among the content clues. The
reason is that the segments to split result from the shot segmentation step and are
therefore visually uniform.

5.4 Segment compensation

The segment compensation step addresses theminimum durationRequirement D.2
and the continuity requirements C.2 (speech continuity) and C.3 (subtitles continu-
ity). The idea is to fulfill these requirements in an early stage, before optimization
of the objective function, so that the optimization procedure can be simpler and
more efficient.

Although shots are defined by film makers as elementary units, some of them
are not understandable if taken alone, because they are meant to be displayed in
their natural sequence. These shots are characterized by a too short duration that
violates Requirement D.2 (minimum duration), formalized in the left side of Con-
straint (4.3). This requirement can be simply fulfilled by discarding the shots that
are too short. Alternatively, a shot that is too short can be merged with its predeces-
sors or successors (forming ashot sentence) until the minimum duration is reached
and within the limit ofdmax.

The requirements C.2 (speech continuity) and C.3 (subtitles continuity), mod-
eled respectively with constraints (4.5) and (4.6) can be very restrictive and they
could eliminate too many candidate segments. In the segment compensation step,
we aim at reducing the segments with broken sentences by merging them with
subsequent or preceding segments.
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Figure 5.4. Two consecutive video segments can be merged to avoid breaking a
speech segment.

For each shot in which a spoken sentence or subtitle starts but not ends, the
subsequent shots are considered. If the subsequent shots together with the orig-
inal one allow fulfilling C.2 and C.3 and do not violate D.3 (maximum segment
duration) then they are merged. If not, they are discarded. However, discarding
segments for this reason might lead to too few candidate segments for the preview.
To prevent this, it is possible to keep as candidates the segments that violate re-
quirements (speech continuity) or C.3 (subtitles continuity), and add a penalty term
to the objective function for each speech segment which is not completely included
in the preview (see Section 5.7).

Another option to use in case too many segment boundaries overlap with spo-
ken sentences or subtitles, is to abandon at this stage the shot segmentation and
adopt another temporal segmentation based on speech and subtitles. Segments
representing uninterrupted speech or subtitles can be used as starting candidates
for the video preview. In this case, the segmentation compensation step will check
which audio segments overlap with shot boundaries, and will re-segment the video
to match the audio segments. This video re-segmentation is carried out only if the
resulting video segments fulfill the duration requirements D.2 (minimum segment
duration) and D.3 (maximum segment duration) as stated by Constraint (4.3).

Yet another possibility would be to relax the constraint that video must be as-
sociated with the original audio. Audio could be more freely inserted in some
cases, like e.g. music, and more tightly synchronized in other cases, for example
a close-up of an actor speaking requires clear lip-synchronized audio. Because of
the inherent complexity of achieving such a high level of content understanding,
we decided to investigate this as part of future work.

To justify the need for the segment compensation step, a measurement on seven
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feature films and one documentary has shown that approximately 30% of the video
segments obtained after shot segmentation and micro segmentation are associated
with subtitles with an overlapping duration of less than 1 second. This means
that 30% of the shots, if selected without their surrounding segments, will have an
associated subtitle that is not displayed long enough to be read by a viewer. Of
course, if the rendering of the subtitles can be controlled (e.g. in case of closed
captions, teletext, DVDs), then subtitles shorter than 1 second can just be skipped
while rendering the preview.

5.5 Macro segmentation

To ensure a uniform coverage of the whole video item (Requirement S.2) amacro-
segmentationcan be performed to divide the video content into logically or visually
consistent units. The next steps of the video preview generation procedure can take
care of uniformly including segments from each scene.

In this step we apply known methods proposed in literature. Many algorithms
have been published forlogical story unitdetection orscene boundarydetection.
We have tested and implemented various shot clustering techniques [Karoutchi,
2003] and found thetime-constrained clustering[Boreczky et al., 2000] the most
effective for our purposes.

A clustering procedure is applied to cluster shots that are visually similar with
the assumption that visually similar shots belong to the same scene. At the end of
the procedure, each cluster corresponds to a scene. It is necessary however to take
time into consideration because shots that are visually similar but far apart in time
usually belong to different scenes.

Time-constrained shot clustering imposes a time-window parameterTw that
prevents two shots that are far apart in time to be clustered together because they
can potentially represent different contents or occur at different scenes, even if they
are visually similar. The clustering algorithm (e.g. K-means) considers only shots
that satisfy the time constraint. The addition of temporal constraints causes mini-
mal changes to the clustering algorithm but significantly reduces the computational
complexity.

The result of the macro segmentation procedure is a list of scene boundaries
that is used in the next steps.

5.6 Pre-filtering

Requirement P.5,avoid silencescan be easily fulfilled by removing from the set
of segments generated in the previous steps the ones that correspond to silence.
Alternatively, P.5 can be taken into consideration in the priority score used for the
local search (see Section 5.7.1).
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Requirement E.1 (exclude advertisements) can be easily fulfilled by detecting
advertisements and removing them from the list of candidate segments to form the
preview.

To automatically detect advertisements in the video items we apply an algo-
rithm similar to the one described in [Dimitrova et al., 2001; Dimitrova et al.,
2002; Schaffer et al., 2002].

In the visual domain we detect monochrome frames (e.g. black frames) and
changes in image format (e.g. from wide-screen to 4:3) in the following way. We
represent the luminance component of a video frame with a bi-dimensional array
Y(x,y) and we compute the variation of the luminance along rows,γ, as follows:

γ =
1

h(w−1)

h

∑
j=1

w−1

∑
i=1

|Y(i, j)−Y(i +1, j)| ,

wherew andh are the width and height of the frame respectively.
Each timeγ is below a certain threshold (fixed heuristically to 0.004), we detect

a monochrome frame.
The computation of the luminance variation can be restricted to the top and

bottom parts of a frame to detect the presence of monochromatic bars that indicate
that a wide-screen frame has been resized to fit a different aspect ratio (4:3):

γlb =
1

αh(w−1)

αh

∑
j=1

w−1

∑
i=1

|Y(i, j)−Y(i +1, j)|+

1
αh(w−1)

h

∑
j=(1−α)h

w−1

∑
i=1

|Y(i, j)−Y(i +1, j)| ,

whereα is a fraction of the frame’s height and it is typically set to 0.007.
Every timeγlb is below a threshold, we detect the presence of the so-called

letterbox. A change in image format is detected each time theletterboxappears or
disappears. Figure 5.5 shows some examples of frames with letterbox.

Figure 5.5. Examples of video frames with letterbox.

In the audio domain we detect silences each time the audio energy measured as
running average over a 120 milliseconds window drops below a certain threshold.

Monochrome frames, changes in image format and silences are calledsepara-
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torsbecause they occur at the boundary between video programmes and advertise-
ments or between consecutive advertisements.

Visual and audio clues are used to trigger a finite state machine that judges,
based on a set of rules (e.g. advertisements usually appear in blocks), whether a
video segment is an advertisement. In short, every segment delimited by separators
and shorter than a maximum lengthD is marked as advertisement. In practice the
value ofD is set to 200 seconds to tolerate missing separators. Figure 5.6 shows
the pseudo-code of the advertisement detection algorithm.

The method can achieve high recall rates (e.g. above 90%) and good precision
with European and American broadcast material. The 10% missed commercial
blocks are usually located at the programme boundaries where broadcasters do not
always insert separators.

Table 5.2 reports the performances of the advertisement detector on a test set of
11 video programmes recorded from various European channels. The total duration
of the recordings is about 30 hours. The average recall (percentage of advertise-
ments detected) is 95% with an average precision (percentage of correctly detected
advertisements) of 75%.

Table 5.2. Precision and recall of the advertisement detector for 11 video pro-
grammes recorded from various European broadcasters. TheGT (ground truth)
column represents the number of I-frames manually annotated as being adver-
tisements. The columnDetectedrepresents the number of I-frames detected as
being advertisements and the columnCorrect represents the number of I-frames
correctly detected as advertisements.Precisionis the ratio between the number
of I-frames correctly detected as advertisements and the number of I-frames de-
tected as advertisements.Recallis the ratio between the number of I-frames cor-
rectly detected as advertisements and the number of I-frames manually annotated
as advertisements. The average precision is 75% and the average recall is 95%.

Recording GT Detected Correct Precision Recall
A Space Odyssey 1500 1844 1465 79% 98%
Dog Day Afternoon 1046 1103 986 89% 94%
Far and Away 1066 1429 1050 74% 99%
Presumed Innocent 1906 2640 1853 70% 97%
Red October 1210 2112 1146 54% 95%
Showgirls 1471 1433 1338 93% 91%
South Park 268 789 265 34% 99%
Star Wars Episode I 1489 1820 1396 77% 94%
The McKenzie Break 294 566 280 50% 95%
The Peacemaker 1622 1543 1500 97% 93%
The Scarlet Letter 1213 1375 1192 87% 98%
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algorithm ADVERTISEMENT DETECTION

Given video itemV = (V,A), V = ( f1, . . . , fn), frame rateR,
maximum advertisement block durationD;
begin

Initialize set of advertisements of video itemV: Ca(V) := /0;
Initialize state variable:σ := 0;
for i : 1 to n do
begin

s := i;
if (σ == 0) then

if separator( fi) then
Potential start of advertisement detected at framefi
Switch to state 1: potential start:σ := 1;

end
else if(σ == 1) then

if (separator( fi)∧ (i−s)R< D) then
Potential end of advertisement detected at framefi
e := i;
Switch to state 2: advertisement detected:σ := 2;

else if(i−s)R≥ D then
Switch to state 0: no advertisement:σ := 0;

end
else if(σ == 2) then

if (separator( fi)∧ (i−s)R< D) then
Potential end of advertisement detected at framefi
e := i;

else if(i−s)R≥ D then
Ca(V) := Ca(V)∪ ( fs, fn);
Switch to state 0: no advertisement:σ := 0;

end
end

end
if (σ == 1)∨ (σ == 2) then

Ca(V) := Ca(V)∪ ( fs, fn);
end

end

Figure 5.6. Algorithm for advertisement detection.

To further ensure that the video preview will not include the start or end of com-
mercial blocks, we can discard extra segments at each detected commercial block
boundary in the pre-filtering step. For example, removing 3 minutes of video pro-
gramme before and after each detected beginning and end of a commercial block
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can increase the recall rate up to 100% at the expense of reducing precision to 65%.
Because our aim is to avoid including commercial advertisements in previews, we
can accept this trade-off between high recall and relatively low precision.

Requirement E.2 (non-disclosure of end), can be fulfilled by discarding a frac-
tion of the segments at the end of the video item. A statistically sound percentage
can be found by identifying for a large set of programmes at which point the end is
disclosed (5% in our experiments).

5.7 Optimization

At this stage, most of the top-priority requirements listed in Chapter 3 are already
fulfilled. We have available a set of segments that are suitable candidates for being
included in the preview. The optimization procedure selects the set of segments
that best fulfill the remaining requirements and constraints by maximizing Equa-
tion (4.20) representing the objective function eval(P) defined in Section 4.2.9.

Before presenting the procedure to maximize eval(P), we describe the struc-
ture and the elements that compose the four functions that contribute to eval(P):
priority score, redundancy score, structure score, andorder score.

5.7.1 The priority score

The priority score of previewP is defined as the sum of the priority scores of the
segments included in the preview (see Section 4.2.4). Each segmentp j has as-
sociated a vectorA(p j) of 7 numerical attributes, calledpriority attributes, that
are computed from the audiovisual content and correspond to the 7 priority re-
quirements presented in Section 3.2.3. In the next sections we describe how these
numerical attributes are computed and how they relate to the priority requirements.

Requirement P.1: fast understanding

Dark scenes and images with low sharpness are difficult to comprehend out of
their original context and require more time to be understood by the viewers. On
the contrary, bright and sharp scenes can be understood more quickly by viewers
and should therefore be preferred for being included in a video preview.

The first priority attribute, related tofast understanding, is defined as a linear
combination of thesharpnessand thebrightnessof a segment.

Thesharpnessof a video frame is measured by counting the number of sharp
edges. Assuming that each video frame is defined by three bi-dimensional arrays,
the luminance (Y) and chrominance(Cr,Cb) components, each framef can be
written as:

f = [Y(x,y)Cr(x,y)Cb(x,y)] ,
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wherex andy are the column and row index respectively. Because chrominance
components can be sub-sampled (in MPEG is mostly 4:2:0 or 4:2:2 formats), lu-
minance and chrominance are treated separately in the extraction algorithm.

For each pixel of the frame, a spatial discrete derivative matrix is computed:
[∇Y(x,y)∇Cr(x,y)∇Cb(x,y)]. A sharp edge is locally detected along the luminance
component whenever the norm of the spatial gradient is above a certain threshold
θY . The local measure of sharpness for the luminance component is given by:

SY(x,y) =
{

1 if ‖∇Y(x,y)‖> θY

0 otherwise.
On the other hand, a sharp color edge is detected if the sum of the norms of the
spatial gradients along the chrominance components is above a certain threshold
θCh. The local measure of sharpness for the chrominance components is then given
by:

SCh(x,y) =
{

1 if ‖∇Cr(x,y)‖+‖∇Cb(x,y)‖> θCh

0 otherwise.

In the previous equations we assume that the norm of∇F(x,y) is computed as:

‖∇F(x,y)‖= |F(x,y)−F(x+1,y)|+ |F(x,y)−F(x,y+1)| ,

whereF beingY, Cr, orCb.
The sharpnessSf of a video framef is defined as a weighted sum of the number

of pixels that involve edges in the luminance and chrominance components:

Sf = ∑
x,y

SY(x,y)+A∑
x,y

SCh(x,y) .

The factorAconsists of two factors,A= A1A2. The first factor,A1, is determined by
the consideration that the perception of sharpness is more related to luminance than
chrominance, soA1 = 0.5. The second factor,A2 , depends on the chroma format.
For 4:2:0 formatCr andCb are horizontally and vertically sub-sampled with respect
to luminance so that the number of pixels for the luminance component is 4 times
bigger. ThereforeA= 4×0.5= 2. Analogous weights can be defined for the 4:2:2
and 4:4:4 formats.

Figure 5.7 shows some examples of video frames with high and low sharpness
values.

The sharpness of thej-th preview segmentp j = ( f1, . . . , fN) is defined as the
average of the sharpness of its video frames:
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S(p j) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Sfi .

To obtain a priority attribute in the range [0,1], the sharpness of each segment is
normalized with respect to the maximum sharpness value in the whole video item.

Sf = 191 Sf = 190Sf = 183

Sf = 1011Sf = 1278Sf = 1735Sf = 1822

(i)

(ii)

Sf = 182

Figure 5.7. Examples of video frames with high (i) and low (ii) sharpness values.

Similarly to sharpness, the overall brightness of a scene influences the time
viewers need to comprehend it. Viewers can more easily and more quickly un-
derstand a bright scene instead of a dark scene [Matlin and Foley, 1997; Pfeiffer
et al., 1996], therefore bright scenes should be preferred to dark scenes to fulfill the
fast understandingrequirement. Figure 5.8 shows some examples of high and low
brightness video frames.

We define the overall brightnessBf of a video framef as the sum of its lumi-
nance values across the frame normalized with respect to the maximum luminance
value (e.g.Ymax = 255):

Bf =
∑x,yY(x,y)

Ymax
.

The total brightness of thej-th preview segmentp j = ( f1, . . . , fN) is the average of
the overall brightness of its frames:

B(p j) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Bfi .

Finally, the first priority attribute for a thej-th preview segmentp j is defined as:
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a1(p j) =
S(p j)+B(p j)

2
.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.8. Examples of high (i) and low (ii) brightness video frames.

Requirement P.2: people and main characters

Segments representing people should have higher priority according to Require-
ment P.2,people(see Section 3.2.3). To fulfill this requirement we define the sec-
ond priority attribute to be proportional to the amount of time a person is shown
during a video segment and to the actual number of persons shown.

To this extent we apply a face detector to each video frame and we track the
detected faces across all the frames of a video segment. We have implemented a
skin-color-based face detector inspired by [Abdel-Mottaleb and Elgammal, 1999]
and tested also an implementation of the algorithm described in [Viola and Jones,
2001]. The skin-based face detector tends to recognize many more faces than the
Viola-Jones detector, but it has a rather high false detection rate and it can miss
faces that appear in front of skin-colored backgrounds. The Viola-Jones face de-
tector is much more precise but it fails to detect many faces especially if they are
not frontally looking at the camera. The performances of the face detector are how-
ever overall satisfactory for prioritizing segments that include persons. Figure 5.9
shows three examples of detected faces in video frames.

Each detected face in a video frame contributes to the priority score depending
on its size and position. The bigger the face, the higher its importance. We define
theface scoreΦ( f ) for a video framef as:

Φ( f ) =
1

M f

M f

∑
k=1

area(Fk)
area( f )

· wPk

8
,

whereM f is the number of faces detected in framef , area(Fk) is the area of the
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Figure 5.9. Examples of detected faces.

k-th detected face, area( f ) is the number of pixels of the video frame, andwk is
the weight for the position of the center of thek-th face according to Figure 5.10.
Faces shown in the middle of the frame are weighted higher than faces appearing
near the frame’s borders [Ma et al., 2002].

1

1/3 1/3 1/3

1/4

1/3

5/12

4 8

2 1

4

1 2 1

Figure 5.10. Position weights applied to detected faces.

The second priority attribute of a segment,a2(p j), is defined to be proportional
to the amount of time a face appears in a segment:

a2(p j) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Φ( fi) .

A straightforward approach for ensuring that the main characters of a given
video item are included in a preview, would be to recognize which faces belong
to the main actors. Unfortunately, face recognition technology is not sufficiently
mature to allow reliable automatic person identification in generic video (e.g. TV
and film content). Furthermore traditional person identification systems require
“a priori” knowledge of the persons present in the video. For each person, a face
model has to be computed and stored in a database to allow for recognition. For
generic video (e.g. TV content or movies) creating and maintaining the database is
a very expensive and difficult task.

Instead of trying to recognize the persons in each video frame, we propose
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to use clusters of face features to assess the relative importance of the persons
without necessarily recognizing them. This approach is applicable without the
need for any “a priori” knowledge (e.g. database of persons’ face models). Instead
of trying to classify each detected face using a database of known persons, the face
features are clustered into groups of similar ones. Faces belonging to the same
person will have similar features and will be clustered together. For the clustering,
known algorithms such as K-means [Duda et al., 2002], GLA (Generalized-Lloyd
Algorithm) [Gersho A., 1992] or SOM (Self Organizing Maps) [Kohonen, 1997;
Haykin, 1999; Duda et al., 2002] can be used.

After processing all the video content, the largest clusters correspond to the
most important persons in the video. The video summarization system can then
preferably include in the summary segments with faces that belong to the main
clusters. Even without an “a priori” knowledge of the persons present in the video,
the system will include the most important ones.

Usually, the lead actor/actress are given a lot of screen time and are present
throughout the duration of the movie. Also, since, they are important to the movie,
we get to see their close-up shots much more often than those of any other support-
ing characters who might appear only in a few scenes in the movie. Therefore even
non-perfect face recognition technology should allow prioritizing faces according
to their relative importance in a video item.

The priority attributea2(p j) can be modified to include an additional term that
takes into consideration the relative importance of a face:

a2(p j) =
1

2N

N

∑
i=1

Φ( fi)+
1

2N

N

∑
i=1

K( fi) ,

whereK( fi) is thecharacter scoreof frame fi . The character score is the average
of the relative importance of each face detected in the frame. The relative impor-
tance of a faceFk is proportional to the size of the face features cluster to which it
belongs:

K( f ) =
1

M f

M f

∑
k=1

cluster(Fk) .

Requirement P.3: action

Perception of action in video is influenced by three factors [Zettl, 2001; Adams
et al., 2002; Hanjalic, 2003; Hanjalic and Xu, 2005; Hanjalic, 2006]: amount of
object motion, audio loudness and editing rhythm. These three aspects are included
in priority attributea3(p j) which estimates how much action is present in segment
p j . We define it as:
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a3(p j) =
Ma(p j)+Cd(p j)+Al(p j)

3
(5.1)

whereMa(p j), Cd(p j), andAl(p j) are themotion activity, thecut density, and the
audio loudnessof segmentp j , respectively. Not knowing the relative influence of
these three factors on the perception of action (similar to [Adams et al., 2002] and
[Hanjalic, 2003]), we simply compute their average after normalizing each of them
to the interval[0,1]. The three factors are computed from the audiovisual content
as follows.

The motion activity is defined for each video frame as the standard deviation of
the motion vectors after motion estimation [Peker et al., 2001]. In case of MPEG
compressed content, the motion activity can be computed using the MPEG motion
vectors. The motion activityMa(p j) of a video segmentp j is the average motion
activity of its frames normalized to the[0,1] interval.

The amount of action perceived in a video segment depends on the actual mo-
tion present as well as on the duration of the segment with respect to its neighboring
segments. This aspect, usually referred to asediting rhythmor film pace, can be
modeled by means of what we call thecut density.

The cut density gives an indication of the frequency at which shot-cuts occur
in a video sequence. For each segmentvi , it is defined with respect to the duration
of the neighboring shots as follows.

First we compute a running average of the segments’ durations in a window of
length 2r +1 shots (r can be set to 2 for a window length of 5 shots):

D̄ =
1

2r +1

r

∑
i=−r

d(vi) .

The reason for using a running average is that only a sequence of short shots con-
tributes to the perception of action, not isolated short segments between long ones.

The average segment duration is then fit to a 1-10 scale in the following
way [Peker et al., 2001]:

Da = max(1,min(bD̄c ,10)) ,

whereDa is the clipped average segment duration. Figure 5.11 shows the rela-
tionship between the average segment durationD̄ and the clipped average segment
durationDa.

The cut densityCd(vi) for segmentvi is defined as the inverse of the clipped
average segment duration:
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Figure 5.11. Relationship between the average segment durationD̄ and the
clipped average segment durationDa.

Cd(vi) =
1

Da
.

The audio loudnessAl(p j) is simply the average audio energy of the audio segment
associated withp j , normalized to the[0,1] interval.

Requirement P.4: dialogues and speech

To favor segments that represent dialogues or speech, the priority attributea4(p j)
is defined as being proportional to the duration of the portions of speech segments
that overlap withp j :

a4(p j) =
∑a∈Spj

d
(
δa∩δp j

)
d(p j)

, (5.2)

whereSp j is the set of speech segments overlapping withp j :

Sp j =
{

a|a∈ As∧δa∩δp j 6= /0
}

,

δa and δp j are the time span intervals ofa and p j , andAs is the set of speech
segments of the video item.

Speech segments are located after applying an audio classifier [McKinney and
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Breebaart, 2003] to the audio track of the video item. The classifier provides for
each audio sample, the probability that the audio sample belongs to a known class
such as: speech, music, noise, silence. Intervals of audio samples with speech
probability higher than a certain threshold (e.g. 0.6) are considered speech seg-
ments. The rest is classified as non-speech. The classification performance of the
speech classifier [McKinney and Breebaart, 2003] is around 90% and is sufficient
for our purposes.

Audio used in film is usually very rich and includes sounds from multiple
sources, intermixed in a way that gives the maximum impact to the audience. Pure
speech is rarely used. The speech sound of dialogues is often mixed with back-
ground music, noises and other effects. The performances of a speech classifier
can be therefore heavily influenced by the presence of background sounds. To
overcome this limitation, we use subtitles when available.

Subtitles can be available in the form of time stamped text elements synchro-
nized with the video or can be superimposed to the video frames. In the first case,
the time span information of each subtitle is directly available and they can be
treated in the same way as speech segments in Equation (5.2). In the case subtitles
are superimposed to the video frames, we apply atext recognitionmethod [Agni-
hotri and Dimitrova, 1999; Agnihotri et al., 2002] to extract from each frame the
bounding boxes of superimposed captions. Figure 5.12 shows three examples of
detected superimposed video text captions. Each bounding box is tracked through
consecutive frames to locate the appearing and disappearing time instants of the
caption. After this procedure, superimposed captions are treated in the same way
as speech segments in Equation (5.2).

Figure 5.12. Examples of detected superimposed text captions.

The cases in which speech segments or subtitles overlap only partially to the
preview segments should be penalized as already mentioned in Section 5.4. For
this purpose we subtract from eval(P) a penalty score termε(P):

eval(P) = e1π(P)−e2ρ(P)+e3η(P)+e4ω(P)−e5ε(P) . (5.3)

The penalty score term is proportional to the number of speech segments that are
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partially overlapping with preview segments:

ε(P) =
N

∑
j=1

∣∣{a∈ Sp j : (ts∈ a ∧ te /∈ a)∨ (te∈ a ∧ ts /∈ a)
}∣∣∣∣Sp j

∣∣ .

Requirement P.5: silence

To avoid segments containing silence, the priority attributea5(p j) is proportional
to the amount of silence overlapping a preview segment and has a negative sign:

a5(p j) =−
∑a∈Zpj

d(δa∩δp j )

d(p j)
,

whereZp j is the set ofsilence segmentsoverlapping withp j andA0 ⊆ A is the
subset of audio segments of the video item corresponding to silence:

Zp j = {a|a∈ A0∧δa∩δp j 6= /0} .

The audio classifier [McKinney and Breebaart, 2003] used for speech detection
is used also to estimate the silence probability. Intervals of audio samples with
silence probability higher than a certain threshold (e.g. 0.6) are consideredsilence
segments. The rest is classified asnon-silence.

Requirement P.6: highlights and emotional moments

Detecting highlights and emotional moments in a film is a challenging task to au-
tomate, considering the low level of content understanding of state-of-the-art video
and audio analysis algorithms. Traditional content analysis aims at automatic un-
derstanding of multimedia content by extracting various features from the visual
and audio domains. Using low-level features, content analysis algorithms try to im-
itate the human brain by recognizing objects, concepts and events. Unfortunately
current algorithms, in fact, can recognize only a small set of semantic concepts
with limited precision.

To partially overcome these limitations, we can apply media production
domain knowledge following the so-calledcomputational media aestheticsap-
proach [Dorai and Venkatesh, 2002; Dorai and Venkatesh, 2003]. The approach is
based on the observation that, in professionally created video, filming techniques
and editing operations play a fundamental role in shaping the conveyed message.
Professional video production uses certain common conventions often referred to
asfilm grammar[Phillips, 1999]. For example, to convey the message that two
persons are involved in a dialogue, it is common practice to use close-up shots of
the two persons alternated with medium shots showing the two persons together
in the same location. Other conventions regard for example the usage of camera
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angles or the selection of certain sounds and music to manipulate the mood of the
audience [Phillips, 1999].

To fulfill Requirement P.6 of including emotional scenes, we define the priority
attributea6(p j) as directly proportional to the presence of certain content charac-
teristics that, according tofilm grammar, are used to highlight parts of a narrative
film production.

According to the cinematographic principle ofcontrast and affinity[Block,
2001; Zettl, 2001], particularly important moments are highlighted by means of
perceptible sudden variations in the content. A powerful clue that directors use to
indirectly tell the audience that something important is going to happen, is a sudden
change in the audio track. In particular, the start of music is usually an indicator
for an interesting point [Eisenstein, 1975; Zettl, 2001; Phillips, 1999].

The audio classifier used to detect speech and silence, is also used to estimate
the probability that an audio segment contains music [McKinney and Breebaart,
2003].

A sudden change of music genre or pace is also a signal that something interest-
ing might be happening in the film. This clue requires an audio classifier capable of
fine distinctions between music genres. The audio classifier at our disposal [McK-
inney and Breebaart, 2003] was not sufficiently reliable for this purpose, so only
the start of music is used as audio clue.

Among the various film grammar rules used by content producers to convey
meaning through video, thefield of viewplays a very important role [Mascelli,
1965; Zettl, 2001]. It is determined by the size of a subject in relation with the
overall frame, which depends on the distance of the camera from the subject, and
the focal length of the lens used. Based on field of view, shots can be classified into
different types usually labeled by how big and how near an object appears to the
viewers: for example,extreme long, long, medium, medium close-up, full close-up,
andextreme close-up(see Figure 5.13).

Of these various shot types, close-up shots are the most interesting for fulfilling
Requirement P.6. They show a fairly small part of a scene, such as a character’s
face, in great detail so that it fills the screen. They focus attention on a person’s
feelings or reactions, and are used to show people in state of emotional excite-
ment, grief of joy. Close-ups transport the viewers into the scene; eliminate all
non-essentials and isolate whatever significant incident should receive narrative
emphasis [Block, 2001; Mascelli, 1965; Zettl, 2001; Phillips, 1999]. More specifi-
cally they are used to:

• Underline narrative highlights, such as important dialogues, player actions
or reactions. Whenever dramatic emphasis or increased audience attention
is required, the subject should be brought closer to the viewer.
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extreme long long medium

medium close-up close-up extreme close-up

Figure 5.13. Examples of various shot types.

• Isolate significant subject matter and eliminate all non-essential material
from view. Audience attention thus can be concentrated on an important
action, a particular object or a meaningful facial expression.

• Cue the audience on how they should react. A reaction close-up of an actor
portraying fear, tension, awe, pity or any other action, will stimulate a similar
feeling in the viewer.

Close-up shots have already a higher priority for being included in the video
preview due to the fact that the face score is proportional to the size of the detected
faces. Additionally, one can use ashot type detectorto classify segments into their
type and select preferably close-ups for the preview. An approach to generic shot
type detection was presented in [Barbieri et al., 2005] and [Ferrer et al., 2006].
In [Ernst et al., 2005] we presented an approach to shot type detection based on
analyzing the depth profile of a shot. Close-up shots are examples oflow-depth
of fieldshots. These types of shots are characterized by having a small part of the
image in focus and the background out of focus. Similarly to close-ups, low-depth
of field shots are used in situations where high relative importance is given to a
subject. Figure 5.14 shows some examples of low-depth of field shots.

According to film production conventions, reducing the distance between a
subject or scene and the audience is a way of signaling the audience that something
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Figure 5.14. Examples of low-depth of field shots. Note the difference in sharp-
ness between foreground and background.

is important. This can be achieved by either moving the camera toward the subject
(camera dolling) or by using optical zoom. Zoom-in sequences are used to give
emphasis to a particular object, situation or character [Zettl, 2001]. They should
therefore have high priority in a video preview.

Zoom-in sequences can be detected by applying camera motion orglobal mo-
tion estimation techniques. We have implemented a camera motion estimation al-
gorithm known asluminance projection correlationmethod [Uehara et al., 2004].
The priority attributea6(p j) increases if segmentp j is a zoom-in sequence. On the
contrary, sequences with panning and tilting decrease the priority score of a video
segment. The reason is that video sequences with high camera motion shown out
of their context can be difficult to understand. Directors, for example, recommend
using a static shot after a camera pan to allow the audience to interpret correctly
the scene [Zettl, 2001].

An additional heuristic that can be used to pick interesting scenes from a film,
when it is broadcast on a commercial network, is based on detecting advertise-
ments. Broadcasters insert advertisements exactly when the film content creates a
peak in the viewers’ attention (editing technique known ascliffhanger). Because it
is in the interest of broadcasters to keep the viewers interested in the rest of the pro-
gramme, the segment immediately preceding an advertisement contains interesting
events and does not disclose key information (e.g. the name of the murderer). If
an advertisement is detected, andp j is preceding it, the priority attributea6(p j) is
increased.

Note that this heuristic can be used only with an advertisement detection algo-
rithm that is very precise. In Section 5.6 we mentioned that removing extra content
before and after a detected commercial block, could increase recall at the expense
of precision. In that situation, thecliffhangerheuristic cannot be used.

We definea6(p j), the sixth priority attribute, as a linear combination of the
factors mentioned above:
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• start of music(+),
• zoom-in factor(+),
• panning factor(−),
• presence of a subsequent advertisement(+).

Requirement P.7: story clues

Automatically selecting video segments that can provide clues on the story narrated
in a video item requires a high level of semantic understanding of the content.
Methods such as automatic speech recognition, speaker recognition, and object
detection could be used to try to understand as much as possible of the content.
However, the amount of processing involved and the complexity of the implemen-
tation would increase dramatically. Additionally, existing algorithms reach various
degrees of accuracy and perform rather poorly on unconstrained data.

A simpler and more powerful solution can be devised when textual information
such as closed captions or subtitles is available. The basic idea is to analyze the
subtitles using traditional information retrieval techniques in order to rank them
according to a measure of relative importance. The rank of a subtitle can be asso-
ciated with the corresponding video segment and added to its priority score.

A simple but effective approach for ranking subtitles within a video item is
to look at the frequency of occurrence of each word after having removed all the
stop words. Stop wordsare frequently-used words in a particular language, such
as pronouns, articles but also frequently-used verbs such as auxiliaries. Examples
of stop words for the English language are:about, actually, because, could, did,
either, for, got, have, into, just, know, less, me, not, of, put, rather, she, that, until,
very, was, you.

Stop words lists are easy to create and available for any language. Most existing
lists have been created and are meant to be used for indexing and retrieval of textual
electronic documents, including web pages. However most subtitles associated
with films represent dialogues and standard stop word lists do not include most
of the frequently used words in spoken language. To overcome this limitation we
extended a standard stop word list with a set of frequently-used spoken terms such
asah, hello, hey, huh, ok, really, um, yes, that had high frequency of appearance in
a set of 225 video items (including mainly American feature films and TV series).
The complete stop word list can be found in Appendix A.

If we indicate withKM(V) the set of theM most frequent keywords of video
itemV (with e.g.M = 10), and withK(p j) the set of keywords of segmentp j , then
the priority attributea7(p j) of segmentp j is given by:

a7(p j) =

∣∣K(p j)∩KM(V)
∣∣

M
.
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Among the subtitles or closed captions that contain one or more important
keywords, the ones that end with exclamation marks are usually related to excit-
ing moments in the video. To further align the selection of the preview segments
with Requirement P.6,highlights and emotional moments, we increase the prior-
ity attribute of a segment if its associated subtitles or closed captions contain an
exclamation mark.

If additional textual information about the video item is available, such as the
title, or an electronic program guide synopsis, it can provide additional clues for
calculating the relevance of keywords. The basic idea is to extract from the title
and/or the electronic program guide synopsis another set of keywords that is added
to the video item’s set of keywords. This reflects the idea that segments can be
ranked according to their similarity with the electronic program guide summary.
This has the advantage of making use of agood summarywritten by an expert in
contrast to relying only on the content itself for the analysis.

5.7.2 The redundancy score

The redundancy score defined in Section 4.2.5 is a linear combination of three fac-
tors: thevisual redundancy, thetextual redundancy, and thecharacter redundancy.

The visual redundancyscore is defined in terms of visual similarity between
video segments. Many methods for measuring visual similarity have been pro-
posed in literature (see e.g. [Adjeroh et al., 1998; Bimbo, 1999; Lew, 2001; Qian
et al., 2000; Huang et al., 1999; Effelsberg et al., 2000; Pass and Zabih, 1996;
Pass and Zabih, 1999; JTC1/SC29/WG11, 2000; Manjunath et al., 2002; Dim-
itrova et al., 1999]) and in principle any of them could be applied to estimate the
visual similarity between two video segments. We have applied a simple method
that compares the color histograms of the key-frames using theL1 norm [Barbieri,
2001]:

σv(pi , p j) = 1− 1
2

B

∑
k=1

∣∣Hk(pi)−Hk(p j)
∣∣ ,

whereHk(pi) represents thek-th bin of the color histogram of the key-frame of
segmentpi andB is the number of bins of the histogram that we assume is normal-
ized with respect to the number of pixels in the video frames. The visual similarity
of two video segments is a real number in the interval[0,1].

Thetextual redundancyscore is defined in terms of textual similarity. The tex-
tual similarityσt(pi , p j) between two video segmentspi andp j can be measured by
extracting the keywords from the closed captions (or the speech transcript) associ-
ated with the video segments, and by counting the number of times these keywords
are repeated:
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σt(pi , p j) =

∣∣K(pi)∩K(p j)
∣∣

min
(
|K(pi)| ,

∣∣K(p j)
∣∣)

where K(pi) is the set of keywords associated with thei-th preview segment.
σt(pi , p j) is a real number in the range[0,1]. In casepi or p j do not have as-
sociated any keyword,σt(pi , p j) is zero.

To complete the definition of the redundancy score, the character similarity
σc(pi , p j) between two segmentspi and p j included in a preview can be simply
measured by counting the number of characters shown both inpi andp j :

σc(pi , p j) =

∣∣C(pi)∩C(p j)
∣∣

min
(
|C(pi)| ,

∣∣C(p j)
∣∣)

whereC(pi) represents the set of characters who appear in segmentpi . In casepi

or p j do not have any character,σc(pi , p j) is zero.
The normalization factorsr1, r2, and r3 in the definition of the redundancy

scoreρ(P) can be all set to13 so thatρ(P) ∈ [0,1].

5.7.3 The structure score

The structure score defined in the formal model in Section 4.2.7, is defined as
linear combination of five terms, each corresponding to a structural requirement
(see Section 3.2.6). In the next sections we provide a specific description of how
to compute the five terms.

Requirement S.1: style

The similarity betweenP and V is represented byη1 = σv(P,V). It is com-
puted as distance between the cumulative histograms ofP andV. The cumula-
tive histograms are obtained by summing up the corresponding bins of the color
histograms of the frames composing the video item and the preview. The dis-
tance between the two cumulative histograms is defined as the histogram intersec-
tion [Furht, Smoliar & Zhang, 1995].

Requirements S.2 and S.3: uniform coverage and distance between selected
segments

Structural requirements S.2 and S.3 are mapped, respectively, to the two terms
η2(P) andη3(P) that appear in the structure scoreη(P) (see Section 4.2.7). Equa-
tions (4.10) and (4.11) specify already how to compute them.

Requirement S.4: respect scene boundaries

To fulfill Requirement S.4, we subtract fromη(P) a penalty term,η′(P), propor-
tional to the number of segments violating Constraint (4.12) defined as follows:
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η′(P) =
2r
N

,

wherer is the number of pairs of segments violating Constraint (4.12), andN is
the number of preview segments. Becauseη′(P) is subtracted fromη(P), the more
segments violating scene boundaries, the lower the value of the structure score.

Requirement S.5: tempo

To obtain a preview with atempothat reflects that of the whole video, as stated by
Requirement S.5, we have defined in Equation (4.13), Section 4.2.7,η4 as distance
between the original video item’s tempo distributionΨV and the preview tempo
distributionΨP.

Directors set film tempos during editing by adjusting the duration of the shots.
Short shots induce in the audience a perception of action and fast pace. On the
contrary, long shots induce in the audience a perception of calm and slow pace.
Perceived film tempo is also influenced by the amount of action (actual motion)
present in the video scenes and the audio loudness.

The tempo of a video item can be measured using a linear combination of cut
density, motion activity, and audio loudness. In fact it is already computed for
priority attributea3(p j) (see Equation (5.1)). An alternative definition of a tempo
function that depends on shots duration and motion can be found in [Adams, Dorai
& Venkatesh, 2002; Dorai & Venkatesh, 2002]. Adams et al. [Adams, Dorai &
Venkatesh, 2002] propose a tempo function in which the amount of action and the
segments duration are smoothed over large windows of segments. This is because
their aim is to locate directly interesting segments within a video item. Because
our purpose is instead to have a good representation of the overall pace of a video
item, we do not smooth the values ofa3 across segments, but we use it directly to
construct a histogram.

The tempo distributionΨV of the video itemV is modeled using a histogram
that counts how many video segments fall within predefined ranges of the priority
attributea3. Similarly we compute the tempo distributionΨP of the previewP.

The distance between the two tempo distributions is defined as theL1 norm be-
tween the two histogramsΨV andΨP normalized with respect to the total number
of video segments.

Requirement S.6: balance action and dialogue

To balance action and dialogue we have defined in Section 4.2.7 two classes of seg-
ments:actionsegments anddialoguesegments.Actionsegments are characterized
by having a high activity, whiledialoguesegments have a slower pace and contain
spoken dialogues.
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Video segments with a value of the priority attributea3 (includes motion activ-
ity, cut density and audio loudness) higher than a certain thresholdθa are consid-
eredactionsegments.θa is fixed empirically to 70% of the maximum value ofa3

across all video segments.
We classify segments asdialoguewhen their action level is low and there is

speech: in practice whena3 < θd anda4 > θs. θd is fixed empirically to 40% of the
maximum value ofa3 across all video segments.a4 represents the speech duration
relative to the duration of the segment. The thresholdθs is set empirically to 60%.
Each segment whose audio is classified as speech for at least 60% of the time and
that has a low action level is considered dialogue.

5.7.4 The order score function

The details of the order score function are already described with a sufficient level
of detail in Section 4.2.8.

5.7.5 Local search

From the previous steps (see Figure 5.2 on page 59):temporal segmentation, mi-
cro segmentation, segment compensation, macro segmentation, andpre-filtering,
we obtain a set of candidate segments with associated numerical descriptors among
which a selection has to be made that optimizes the evaluation function eval(P) tak-
ing into consideration the requirements that a preview should fulfill as presented
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The structure of eval(P) has been already presented in the
previous sections. Here we propose local search as basic method for its optimiza-
tion.

Local search denotes a class of algorithms used to find approximate solutions
to combinatorial optimization problems [Aarts and Lenstra, 1997]. An instance of
a combinatorial optimization problem is specified by asolution set S, also called
solution space, and anobjective function f: S→R that associates to each solution
a numerical value. The problem (maximizationversion) is to find a solution with
the highest value of the objective function.

A key aspect of local search algorithms is the definition ofneighborhood func-
tion N : S→ 2S which defines for each solution a set of alternative solutions that
are in some sensenear to it. Local search algorithms begin with an initial solution
and then try to find better solutions by exploring the neighborhoods.

A solution is calledlocally optimalfor a given neighborhood function if there
is no other solution in the neighborhood with higher value of the objective function.
A solution is calledglobally optimalif no other solution in the entire solution space
exists that has a higher value of the objective function.

A simple local search algorithm isiterative improvement, or hill climbing
shown in Figure 5.15. The algorithm begins with an initial solution and then tries
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to improve it by searching its neighborhood for a solution with higher value of
the objective function. If such a solution is found, it replaces the current solution,
and the search continues. Otherwise the algorithm stops and returns the current
solution that is by definition only locally optimal. To avoid poor local optima, the
algorithm can be restarted many times from different initial solutions. However, if
the initial solutions are poorly chosen and there exist many poor local optima, the
number of restarts might be very high.

INITIALIZE s;
repeat

GENERATE s′ ∈ N(s);
if f (s′)≥ f (s) then

s := s′;
end;

until f (s)≤ f (s′) FOR ALL s′ ∈ N(s)

Figure 5.15. Iterative improvement algorithm for a maximization problem.

The simulated annealing algorithm [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983;Čerńy, 1985]
overcomes these limitations by replacing the criterion of accepting a new solution
only when it improves the current one, with a stochastic criterion that accepts also
worse solutions. While in the iterative improvement algorithm neighboring solu-
tions are accepted only if they improve the objective function value, in simulated
annealing also solutions that do not improve the objective function are accepted,
although with a probability that is gradually decreased during the execution of the
algorithm. The probability of accepting worse solutions is controlled by a set of
parameters determined by acooling schedule.

Simulated annealing is inspired by thermodynamics, specifically by the way
cooling metals anneal. At high temperatures, the atoms of a metal have high ener-
gies and can have a certain degree of freedom in restructuring themselves. As the
temperature is reduced, the energy of the atoms decreases along with their mobil-
ity. If the cooling process is carried out too quickly, the solid will present many
irregularities and defects in its crystal structure. But if the temperature is reduced
at a sufficiently slow rate, the atoms will form a more consistent and stable crys-
tal structure, corresponding to a state of minimal energy, allowing the metal to be
much more durable.

Simulated annealing emulates this process: physical states correspond to solu-
tions, the energy of the physical system corresponds to the objective function value
of a solution (for minimization problems, the value of a solution is called cost
and has to be minimal just as the energy of a crystalline structure), and a control
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parametert is introduced that corresponds to the temperature.
In simulated annealing, given a solutions, a neighboring solutions′ is accepted

if it is a better solution or, in case it is worse, the probability of acceptance depends
on how worse the neighboring solution is and on the current value of the control
parametert:

P(s′|s) =

{
1 if f (s′)≥ f (s),
exp
(

f (s′)− f (s)
t

)
if f (s′) < f (s).

Figure 5.16 shows the pseudo-code of the simulated annealing algorithm for a
maximization problem.

INITIALIZE s, t;
repeat

repeat
GENERATE s′ ∈ N(s);
if f (s′)≥ f (s) then s := s′;

else ifexp
(

f (s′)− f (s)
t

)
< random[0,1) then s := s′;

until EQUILIBRIUM CRITERION

UPDATE CONTROL PARAMETERt
until STOP CRITERION

Figure 5.16. Simulated annealing algorithm for a maximization problem.

As shown in Figure 5.16 there are two loops that are performed during the
simulated annealing algorithm. At the beginning, the control parameter has a high
value that makes all generated solutions acceptable. At each iteration of the outer
loop, the control parameter is decreased and the chances of accepting a deteriorat-
ing solution decreases as well. When the control parameter reaches values suffi-
ciently close to zero, the chance of accepting a deteriorating solution is nearly zero
as well, and the algorithm behaves equivalently to iterative improvement.

In theory, if the control parameter is decreased sufficiently slowly, the algo-
rithm can provide the optimal solution. In practice, the time required for this to
happen can be higher than performing an exhaustive search. For this reason a rather
fast cooling schedule is usually adopted by practitioners of simulated annealing
with the drawback that the solution obtained is only an approximate solution. In
our case we have adopted one of the simplest but most effective cooling schedules:
thegeometric schedule. After thei-th iteration of the outer loop in Figure 5.16, the
control parameter is decremented according to the following formula:

ti+1 = α · ti ,
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where 0< α < 1. In our case we have chosen empiricallyα = 0.9. At each itera-
tion, the control parametert decreases to 90% of its previous value. To simplify the
calculations, the objective function is normalized so that it returns a value between
0 and 1.

In Chapter 4, the objective function was defined in Equation (4.20) as:

eval(P) = e1π(P)−e2ρ(P)+e3η(P)+e4ω(P) .

In Section 5.7.1, Equation (5.3), an additional penalty termε(P) was added to
take into account Constraints (4.5) and (4.6) (speechandsubtitles continuity):

eval(P) = e1π(P)−e2ρ(P)+e3η(P)+e4ω(P)−e5ε(P) .

In the case when all requirements have the same weight, the coefficients
(e1, . . . ,e5) can be chosen to be all equal to1

3. In this case the objective func-
tion returns a value between−2

3 and 1: in the best case,π(P), η(P), andω(P) are
all 1 while ρ(P) andε(P) are 0; in the worse caseπ(P), η(P), andω(P) are all 0
while ρ(P) andε(P) are 1. To obtain a value of the objective function between 0
and 1, we simply add a constant2

3 and we multiply the result for35:

eval′(P) =
3
5

(
π(P)−ρ(P)+η(P)+ω(P)+ ε(P)+2

3

)
.

In this way, because the objective function eval′(P) returns always a value be-
tween 0 and 1, we can simply set the control parameter to be equal to 1 at the first
iteration:t1 = 1.

For each value of the control parameter, the simulated annealing algorithm
runs through a number of cycles until the so calledequilibrium criterion is met.
The equilibrium criterion we have adopted consists in allowing a maximum num-
ber of iterations 100 times bigger than the number of candidate video segments
available before the optimization step. Additionally, we allow a maximum number
of successful improvements that is 10 times bigger than the number of candidate
segments. This equilibrium criterion was chosen heuristically after measuring exe-
cution times for typical video items having a couple of thousand of candidate video
segments. Depending on the usage scenario (e.g. whether the algorithm is running
on a consumer device with limited processing power, memory and time available
or whether the algorithm is used in an off-line system with plenty of computational
resources and time available), the equilibrium criterion can be changed to allow a
higher number of iterations or successful improvements so that a smaller or larger
part of the solution space is explored at each iteration.

Once the equilibrium criterion for a given value of the control parameter is
met, the control parameter is lowered. This is repeated until thestop criterion
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is met. Thestop criterionwe have adopted consists in allowing iterations until a
minimum temperaturetmin is reached. The value of thetmin was fixed to 10−4 using
trial and error. In our experiments, lower values oftmin do not result in significant
improvements of the objective function.

The last elements required by the simulated annealing are an initial solution
and a neighborhood function that, given a solution, generates a new one from a set
of solutions somehownear the given one. In our case a solution is a sequence of
video segments selected among the candidates obtained from thepre-filteringstep.
The neighborhood of a solution is the set of previews that can be obtained from a
given preview by making a small change in its video segments. A small change in
the selection of the segments or in their order should result in a small change of the
value of the objective function eval(P).

As initial solution, we select randomly one segment from each scene until the
maximum allowed preview duration is met. We then define the neighborhood of
a previewP as the set of previews that can be obtained by replacing one of the
segments with another randomly chosen segment from the same scene if its dura-
tion does not cause the preview to exceed the maximum duration. The assumption
is that within a scene, many segments are similar to each other or are related in
terms of spoken content, characters, etc. By exchanging a segment with another
one from its scene, the preview does not change drastically. When replacing a seg-
ment causes the preview to exceed its maximum duration, the segment is discarded
and a new one is selected from one of the scenes.

Our definition of neighborhood function might seem very restrictive because if
a given preview does not include segments from a given scene, the neighborhood
function might not introduce them at all. In practice, this situation rarely happens
given the typical durations of scenes (around 12 minutes), segments (between 3 and
5 seconds) and previews (e.g. between 60 and 120 seconds). If the goal would have
been to generate very short previews using only very few segments, our neighbor-
hood function would have not been a good choice.

5.8 Results

To evaluate the quality of the solutions generated with the algorithm described in
the previous sections, it would be interesting to compare them with, for exam-
ple, a preview generated in a complete random way. Unfortunately, computing
such a lower bound in quality for a randomly generated solution is not straight-
forward. In our model we have not defined penalty functions for the constraints
that are implicitly solved by thetemporal segmentation, micro segmentation, seg-
ment compensation, andmacro segmentationsteps preceding thepre-filteringstep.
Therefore a totally random preview would not fulfill any of the requirements that
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are taken care in thepreparationstep, and this would not be reflected in eval(P).
A more useful lower bound can be found by randomly selecting segmentsafter the
preparationstep.

After thepre-filteringstep, we obtain a set of candidate segments that satisfy
most of the constraints that were explicitly defined. After this step, either a con-
straint is already satisfied, or it has been translated into a penalty function and
included in the calculation of eval(P). Strictly speaking, a solution obtained af-
ter optimization might still not be feasible according to Definition 4.13 of feasible
previews given in Section 4.3. In particular, the only constraints that might not be
solved even after optimization are the relations (4.5) and (4.6) that are mapped to
the penalty termε(P). The result of the optimization procedure is a local optima
and as such it is only an approximate solution that might or might not be feasible
in the strict sense defined in Chapter 4. Ultimately the quality of the generated
solutions is measured by means of a user study as reported in Chapter 6.

In this section we are interested in comparing our local search method with
other methods of selecting segments after all the preceding steps have been already
carried out. Given a set of candidate segmentsCs = (v1, . . . ,vN), a maximum pre-
view durationDmax and a minimum preview segment durationdmin, we compare
the quality of the solutions generated using local search with two different algo-
rithms: random selection, andsubsample selection.

The random selectionalgorithm is shown in Figure 5.17. It selects segments
randomly from the pool of candidates until the duration of the preview is just above
its maximum allowed valueDmax.

algorithm RANDOM SELECTION

Given candidate segmentsCs = (v1, . . . ,vN), maximum preview durationDmax;
begin

Initialize previewP := /0;
while ∑v∈Pd(v) < Dmax do
begin

repeat
i := 1+(N−1)random[0,1];
vi ∈Cs;

until vi ∩P = /0;
P := P∪vi ;

end
if ∑v∈Pd(v) > Dmax then P := P\vi ;

end

Figure 5.17.Random selectionalgorithm for generating a preview.
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Thesubsample selectionalgorithm selects, from the pool of candidates, video
segments that are approximately uniformly distributed in time throughout the
whole video item. Figure 5.18 shows its pseudo-code.

algorithm SUBSAMPLE SELECTION

Given candidate segmentsCs = (v1, . . . ,vN), maximum preview durationDmax,
minimum preview segment durationdmin;
begin

Initialize preview:P := /0;
Calculate subsample step:s := b(N/Dmax)dminc;
Initialize segment index:i := 1;
while (i < N)∧ (∑v∈Pd(v) < Dmax) do
begin

P := P∪vi ;
i := i +s;

end
if ∑v∈Pd(v) > Dmax then P := P\vi ;

end

Figure 5.18.Subsample selectionalgorithm for generating a preview.

Note that in theory, these last two algorithms do not guarantee to generate
previews with duration close toDmax for all possible values ofdmin and for all
possible sets of candidate segments. In practice, for typical video items,Dmax, dmin

and the sets of candidate segments are such (Dmax = 60–90 s,dmin = 4–6 s) that
therandom selectionandsubsample selectionalgorithms are capable of generating
previews with durations very near the desired values.

A set of 30 content items of different genres was used for the evaluation. Ta-
ble 5.3 shows the content items’ titles, genres and durations.

We compare the quality of the solutions generated by the three algorithms for
previews of 90 seconds. For therandom selectionand local searchalgorithms
we performed 10 runs per instance. In eval(P) we kept all the weights equal. In
Table 5.4 we report the mean and standard deviation of the objective function for
the three algorithms. The results are plotted in Figure 5.19.

As expected, therandom selectionalgorithm shows the poorest performance.
The subsample selectiongenerates consistently better solutions than therandom
selection. For all the content items, the local search algorithm performs much
better than thesubsample selectionand therandom selectionalgorithms.
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Table 5.3. Video items used in the evaluation of the algorithms.

Title Genre Duration
1. 007 The World is not Enough action, adventure, thriller 128 minutes
2. 2001: A Space Odyssey adventure, sci-fi 141 minutes
3. Chain Reaction action, thriller, drama 106 minutes
4. Charlie’s Angels action, comedy, adventure 98 minutes
5. Deadly Past action, crime, drama 90 minutes
6. Dog Day Afternoon crime, drama, thriller 124 minutes
7. Far and Away adventure, drama 140 minutes
8. Forrest Gump comedy, drama, romance 142 minutes
9. Friends, Season 5, Ep. 17 comedy, romance 20 minutes
10. From Dusk Till Dawn action, comedy, horror 108 minutes
11. Gladiator action, adventure, drama 155 minutes
12. Harry Potter and the Cham-
bers of Secrets

adventure, fantasy, mys-
tery

161 minutes

13. If Someone Had Known drama 80 minutes
14. Jurassic Park action, adventure, sci-fi 127 minutes
15. Master and Commander action, adventure, drama 138 minutes
16. Mission Impossible action, adventure, thriller 110 minutes
17. Presumed Innocent crime, drama, thriller 127 minutes
18. The Hunt for Red October action, adventure, thriller 134 minutes
19. Scary Movie 2 comedy, horror 83 minutes
20. Seduced by a Thief crime, thriller 90 minutes
21. Showgirls drama 128 minutes
22. Star Wars Episode I action, fantasy, sci-fi 133 minutes
23. Terminator 2 action, sci-fi, thriller 137 minutes
24. The Grifters crime, drama, thriller 119 minutes
25. The Nanny, Season 1, Ep. 0comedy 24 minutes
26. The Peacemaker action, thriller 124 minutes
27. The Scarlet Letter drama, romance 135 minutes
28. The Silence of the Lambs crime, thriller 118 minutes
29. Top Gun action, drama, romance 110 minutes
30. Young Americans crime, drama 104 minutes
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Table 5.4. Means (and between brackets standard deviations) of the objective
function for the three algorithms for previews of 90 seconds.

Content item random subsample local search
1. 007 The World is not Enough 0.025 (0.002) 0.039 0.47 (0.09)
2. 2001: A Space Odyssey 0.028 (0.002) 0.038 0.41 (0.08)
3. Chain Reaction 0.028 (0.002) 0.034 0.42 (0.08)
4. Charlie’s Angels 0.032 (0.002) 0.043 0.56 (0.13)
5. Deadly Past 0.028 (0.002) 0.036 0.46 (0.11)
6. Dog Day Afternoon 0.020 (0.002) 0.029 0.32 (0.07)
7. Far and Away 0.033 (0.002) 0.048 0.55 (0.08)
8. Forrest Gump 0.031 (0.002) 0.043 0.45 (0.05)
9. Friends 0.024 (0.002) 0.026 0.43 (0.06)
10. From Dusk Till Dawn 0.029 (0.002) 0.038 0.43 (0.07)
11. Gladiator 0.029 (0.003) 0.040 0.45 (0.08)
12. Harry Potter 0.024 (0.003) 0.037 0.48 (0.11)
13. If Someone Had Known 0.022 (0.002) 0.028 0.38 (0.08)
14. Jurassic Park 0.025 (0.002) 0.032 0.42 (0.05)
15. Master and Commander 0.031 (0.003) 0.043 0.63 (0.10)
16. Mission Impossible 0.029 (0.002) 0.038 0.52 (0.11)
17. Presumed Innocent 0.022 (0.002) 0.029 0.35 (0.07)
18. The Hunt for Red October 0.030 (0.002) 0.042 0.49 (0.09)
19. Scary Movie 2 0.020 (0.002) 0.027 0.32 (0.06)
20. Seduced by a Thief 0.029 (0.002) 0.037 0.47 (0.11)
21. Showgirls 0.030 (0.002) 0.039 0.49 (0.11)
22. Star Wars Episode I 0.030 (0.002) 0.037 0.48 (0.11)
23. Terminator 2 0.029 (0.002) 0.039 0.58 (0.10)
24. The Grifters 0.032 (0.002) 0.045 0.52 (0.08)
25. The Nanny 0.028 (0.002) 0.038 0.47 (0.09)
26. The Peacemaker 0.021 (0.002) 0.029 0.35 (0.08)
27. The Scarlet Letter 0.031 (0.002) 0.041 0.52 (0.09)
28. The Silence of the Lambs 0.030 (0.002) 0.040 0.50 (0.12)
29. Top Gun 0.022 (0.002) 0.031 0.36 (0.08)
30. Young Americans 0.021 (0.003) 0.031 0.34 (0.07)
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Figure 5.19. Mean scores of eval(P) for the three algorithms evaluated. Error bars
show± standard deviation. Note that the scale of the vertical axis is logarithmic
and therefore the error bars are asymmetric.

5.9 Post processing

If the video segments selected by the optimization procedure are simply put one
after the other and thus presented out of their original context, users can have mis-
perceptions of action, pace and, of course, misunderstand the actual story line.

A solution is to separate explicitly the preview segments withfade-outand
fade-in transitions. Fades provide the necessaryglue to preserve continuity be-
tween segments [Phillips, 1999]. Furthermore, they give extra useful time to the
users to think about what they saw in a video segment before the video switches
to a new segment from another context. Without fades, the changes can be too fast
and there is no guarantee that continuity is preserved.

5.10 Conclusions

Our numerical evaluation has shown that the local search approach generates pre-
views that are, according to our model, better than previews generated by randomly
or uniformly selecting segments. This does not necessarily mean that the degree
of fulfillment of the requirements achieved with our method is sufficient and satis-
factory for users. To validate our solution, there is no other way than assessing the
user satisfaction by means of a user study. In the next chapter we validate our ap-
proach by means of a user panel in which previews generated using our algorithm
are compared to human-made previews.
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Evaluation

In this chapter we validate ouroptimization-basedapproach by means of a user
study. The algorithm is evaluated in terms of the intrinsic quality of the generated
previews.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1 we present the hypothesis
upon which the user study is based. The method we adopted is discussed in Sec-
tions 6.2. Participants, test material and set-up are described in Sections 6.3, 6.4
and 6.5. The results of the test are discussed in Section 6.6. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 6.7.

6.1 Hypothesis

To evaluate the performance of ouroptimization-basedapproach, the algorithm
needs to be tested againstcontrol methodsfor generating a video preview. A
simple algorithm that can be used for benchmarking is thesubsample selection1

algorithm. It generates a video preview by selecting segments almost equally dis-
tributed throughout the video with almost no content evaluation and the consider-
ation of only a few user requirements (see Section 5.8 of the previous chapter for
more details). We expect previews generated using thesubsampletechnique would

1For simplicity, in the rest of this chapter we will refer to this algorithm as thesubsamplealgo-
rithm.
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be of considerably lower quality than previews generated using ouroptimization-
basedapproach.

As an additional control method for our evaluation we have chosenmanually
madepreviews. In order to have unbiased realistic samples of previews made by
humans, we have involved an expert in the domain of film and video editing who
was not involved with the development of our algorithms. Given a video item, the
expert was asked to make a preview of a given duration aiming at providing an
overview of the storyline and a fair impression of the atmosphere without giving
away too many plot clues. Thesemanually madepreviews certainly represent an
upper-bound for the overall quality of previews.

On a one-dimensional scale, the hypothesis on the quality of the previews gen-
erated by ouroptimization-basedapproach and the two control methods is visu-
alized in Figure 6.1 with low quality on the left of the scale. Note that, although
in Figure 6.1, the three methods are represented as equally distributed in terms of
quality, we have a less restrictive hypothesis. We only assume that in terms of
quality of results, thesubsamplemethod will be worse than theoptimization-based
approach andmanually madepreviews will have the highest possible quality.

subsample optimization-based manual

quality

Figure 6.1. Hypothesis of one-dimensional quality scale of the previews gener-
ated by the three methods considered in the test.

The question we aim at answering with this user study is whether our
optimization-basedapproach actually generates better video previews than thesub-
samplemethod. Additionally we would like to know how much higher the quality
of manually madepreviews is with respect to the results of ouroptimization-based
algorithm. The general hypothesis we want to verify in this test is:

H0. Our optimization-basedapproach provides ahigher quality overviewof a
video item than thesubsamplemethod.

What we mean withhigher quality overviewneeds to be further specified in order
to properly design the test. In light of the requirements described in Chapter 3, we
can break down the generic hypothesisH0 into four more specific ones:

H1. The average segment duration in previews generated by ouroptimization-
basedapproach is better than in previews generated by thesubsample
method and worse than inmanually madepreviews.
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H2. Audio transitions between segments of previews generated by our
optimization-basedapproach are better than in previews generated by the
subsamplemethod, and worse than inmanually madepreviews.

H3. Visual transitions between segments of previews generated by our
optimization-basedapproach are better than in previews generated by the
subsamplemethod, and worse than inmanually madepreviews.

H4. Previews generated by ouroptimization-basedapproach are more informa-
tive than previews generated by thesubsamplemethod, and less informative
thanmanually madepreviews.

H5. Previews generated by ouroptimization-basedapproach give a better idea of
the atmosphere of a video item than previews generated by thesubsample
method, and a worse idea of the atmosphere thanmanually madepreviews.

H6. Previews generated by ouroptimization-basedapproach are considered more
useful for choosing whether to watch a video than previews generated by the
subsamplemethod, and less useful thanmanually madepreviews.

6.2 Method

A factorial within-subject design with two independent variables was applied. As
discussed in the previous section, three methods to generate video previews were
compared (manual, optimized, andsubsample) defining an independent variable,
algorithm. The second independent variablecontentrefers to the video item used.
Each subject judged all preview versions. The advantage of using this design in-
stead of a between-subject design (in which separate groups of participants watch
only one of the preview versions) is that a smaller number of participants is neces-
sary. The disadvantage is that, because subjects see all preview versions, in evalu-
ating a preview, a subject is influenced by having seen other versions.

The goal of the study is to obtain a ranking of the three methods of generating
a preview that reflects the users’ perceived quality. There are at least three methods
that can be used to obtain such ranking by means of a user study:ranking, paired
comparison, andrating.

The first method,ranking, consists of presenting the users the three previews
and asking them to sort them according to the perceived quality. This method
requires users a considerable effort in terms of memory because at the moment of
ranking, the subjects have to remember all the three previews in order to compare
them. Therefore this method is not suitable for the comparison of video content.

In the second method,paired comparison, two previews at a time are shown
to a user who has just to choose the best of them. By repeating the comparison
between pairs of previews obtained with different methods, a ranking of all the
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methods can be obtained. This method takes advantage of the fact that, in princi-
ple, choosing between only two alternatives should not be too difficult for subjects.
This apparent advantage, however, is also the cause of the main disadvantages. In
choosing between one of two alternatives users make complex evaluations of the
positive and negative aspects of the two alternatives. There might be aspects for
which one of the two alternatives is better than the other one and aspects for which
it is the other way around. The outcome of this evaluation is reflected in their
choice but it is extremely difficult to analyze the reasons it. Another disadvantage
of using thepaired comparisonmethod is caused by the fact that the two previews
to compare are shown sequentially. In choosing for the best one, the second shown
preview is easier to remember and fresher in the mind, making in fact the compari-
son unfair. An additional disadvantage is that obtaining a ranking of three methods
using paired comparison requires inherently more time than directrankingor rat-
ing. If we consider three methods, A, B, and C, ranking requires showing three
previews: A, B, and C. Paired comparison, instead, requires showing three pairs of
previews: A-B, A-C, and B-C. Furthermore, to prevent a user from seeing twice
the same preview, a between-subject design should be used requiring many more
users than a within-subject design.

The third method,rating or scaling, consists of showing users one preview at
a time and asking them to rate directly, on a given scale, different aspects of a
preview. The main advantage ofrating with respect torankingandpaired compar-
ison, is that users do not need to recall and compare positive and negative aspects
of multiple alternatives. They see only one preview at a time and they judge it. The
obvious disadvantage is that the quality scale is initially unknown to the users. The
ratings are valid only after acalibrationphase that might be difficult to estimate.

For this study we chose the method of direct rating various aspects of the pre-
views. To mitigate thecalibration problem, we gave the subjects the possibility
of calibrating their scale with two clear examples of a very bad and a very good
preview at the beginning of the test.

One of the observations from previous studies [Visser, 2005] is that users find
it difficult to compare different previews of the same video item. As result, subjects
might rate equally most of the previews. Therefore, we ask users to rate different
aspects of the preview, aiming at measuring the perceived differences between pre-
views even if users might find it too difficult to express their overall preference for
one or another preview.

6.3 Participants

Forty subjects (20 female, 20 male) participated voluntarily during their normal
working time. They were recruited from the staff and student population of the
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High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. None of them had been in-
volved in the development of the algorithms for video preview generation.

An estimate of how many participants would be necessary based on considera-
tions of statistical power was not possible because the distribution of the population
with respect to the hypothesis to test was unknown. Additionally there are no sim-
ilar studies from which we can learn. For these reasons, we started with a pilot
study with a small number (10) of participants and, based on intermediate analysis
of the collected data, we decided to continue the test until we reached the number
of 40 participants.

The average age of the participants was 28 years (median: 27, min: 22, max:
42, standard deviation: 4.4). Of these, 24 participants (60%) were Dutch native
speakers and did the test in Dutch. 16 participants (40%) did the test in English
although no one was an English native speaker.

All subjects were interested in movies. 23 participants (57.5%) watch more
than one film per week, 15 (37.5%) watch between 1 and 4 films per month and
only 2 subjects (5%) watch less than one film per month.

6.4 Test material

Table 6.1 reports the video items used in the test. They were chosen among the
popular genres:action, thriller , comedy, anddrama.

Table 6.1. Video items used in the user study.
Title Genre Duration

P1 007 The World is not Enough adventure,
action,
thriller

128 minutes

P2 Friends, Season 5, Episode 17, “The
One with Rachel’s Inadvertent Kiss”

romance,
comedy

20 minutes

P3 Master and Commander adventure,
action,
drama, war

138 minutes

P4 The Nanny, Season 1, Episode 0 comedy 24 minutes
E1 Harry Potter and the Chambers of Se-

crets
adventure,
fantasy,
mystery

161 minutes

E2 Forrest Gump comedy,
drama,
romance

142 minutes
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The source of each video was the official published DVD. Each video item was
analyzed and rendered with its original English soundtrack and aspect ratio and no
subtitles were displayed along with the previews.

Three different previews (random, subsampleandoptimized) were created for
each of the first four video items (007, Friends, Master and CommanderandThe
Nanny). Each preview was 90 seconds long. Thesubsamplepreviews were made
usingdmin = 5 seconds.

The video itemsHarry PotterandForrest Gumpwere used as examples to al-
low the subjects to calibrate their judgment. ForHarry Potteronly oneoptimized
preview was created and forForrest Gumpa preview was generated using theran-
dom selectionalgorithm described in Figure 5.17 of the previous chapter. These
two previews were meant to represent respectively an example of good quality
preview and an example of bad quality preview.

People usually remember elements of the previews and of the video items they
see and use them in their evaluation during the test. The order in which the dif-
ferent previews and the different video items are shown can therefore influence the
outcome of the test. To minimize this influence, the presentation order should be
asbalancedas possible. With three algorithms and four video items in a within-
subject design, we obtain twelveruns per participant. These runs should satisfy
the following constraints. For each participant:

• The same algorithm should not be shown twice in two sequential runs;

• The same video item should not be shown twice in two sequential runs.

Over the 40 participants:

• Each algorithm should be in each of the 12 run slots equally often;

• Each video item should be in each of the 12 run slots equally often;

• Each algorithm is preceded by each other algorithm the same number of
times;

• Each video item is preceded by each other video item the same number of
times.

We obtain a combinatorial problem of which we need one feasible solution.
The problem was solved using simulated annealing by E. Stienstra [Barbieri and
Stinstra, 2006].

6.5 Procedure

The participants were given a short oral introduction about the idea of automatic
video preview generation and on the purpose of the test. They were told that the
video previews were automatically generated by algorithms and that the aim of the
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experiment was a comparison of three automatic video preview generation algo-
rithms. They were not aware that one of the algorithms wasmanually made.

Participants could choose between two equivalent versions of the test: a Dutch2

and an English version.
After three questions about gender, age and film watching behavior (see the

screen shots of the user interface in Appendix B), before starting evaluating the
previews, the participants were shown two examples of video previews (Harry
Potter andForrest Gump). These examples were meant to help the participants
calibrate their quality scale.

After the examples, the participants were shown the 12 previews in balanced
order. The participants were not aware of which algorithm was responsible for the
creation of a particular preview. Each preview was numbered from 1 to 12 and no
information about the videos was given in advance.

It was possible to pause and resume playing a preview but not watching it more
than once.

After each preview (including the two calibration examples) participants had
to answer seven multiple choice questions (between brackets the Dutch version of
the question):

Q1. The preview you saw is made out of fragments of a movie. How was the
average duration of the fragments?
(De video preview bestaat uit een aantal fragmenten uit de film. Hoe is de
gemiddelde lengte van de fragmenten?)

Q2. How were the audio transitions between the fragments? (Consider e.g. if
speech was abruptly cut)
(Wat vindt u van de geluidsovergangen tussen de fragmenten? (Denk bv aan
abrupt afbreken van zinnen))

Q3. How were the transitions between the fragments visually?
(Wat vindt u van de visuele overgangen tussen de fragmenten?)

Q4. Was the preview informative?
(Was de preview informatief?)

Q5. Based on the preview you just saw, do you think you have a good impression
of the atmosphere (e.g. pace, type of humour) of the movie?
(Denkt u dat u, op basis van de preview die u net zag, een goede indruk heeft
van de sfeer (bv snelheid, soort humor) van de film?)

Q6. Overall, how good is the overview of the movie given by this preview?
(Hoe goed vindt u in het algemeen het overzicht dat de preview geeft van de
film?)

2A translation from English into Dutch was kindly provided by Hans Weda.
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Q7. How useful would this preview be for choosing to watch this movie?
(Hoe bruikbaar zou deze preview zijn om te kiezen of u de film wilt zien?)

In the user interface, each question had a multiple choice scale from 1 to 10.
The scale of questionQ1 ranged from 1:much too short (veel te kort)(on the left
of the scale) to 10:much too long (veel te lang)(on the right of the scale). The
scale of questionsQ2, Q3 andQ6 ranged from 1:very bad (heel slecht)to 10:
very good (heel goed). The scale of questionQ4 ranged from 1:definitely not
(absoluut niet)to 10:definitely yes (ja, absoluut). The scale of questionQ7 ranged
from 1: totally useless (helemaal onbruikbaar)to 10: very useful (erg bruikbaar).
Figures B.1 until B.7 in Appendix B show screen shots of the computer interface
used in the test.

QuestionsQ1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 andQ7 aimed at directly testing hypothesis
H1 to H6. QuestionQ6 aimed at directly testing the general hypothesisH0.

For each preview, after answering the seven above-mentioned questions, par-
ticipants could enter detailed comments.

After seeing the last preview, for each of the four video items used in the test,
participants were asked whether they had already seen the video item within the
last 6 months, more than 6 months ago, only partially or never before. Additionally
they were also asked whether they liked that type of content (e.g. the genre). The
answer to this question was a multiple choice in a 1-10 scale with 1:definitely not
(absoluut niet)and 10:definitely yes (ja, absoluut).

At the end of the test, participants could report general remarks and comments
about the previews or the test.

All tests were done using a personal computer (see Appendix B for screen shots
of the interface used in the test) with head-phones, in a dedicated room during
working hours. A photo of the test set-up is shown in Figure 6.2. The experiment
leader was available during the test for answering clarifying questions.

Participants were allowed to do the experiment at their own pace and conve-
nience. The test sessions lasted on average 35 minutes (median: 32, min: 25 , max:
80, standard deviation: 9).

6.6 Results

Figure 6.3 shows the mean scores of the three algorithms across all the subjects
for all the questions butQ1. The higher the number, the better the quality. For
questionQ1 the scale is shifted to[−5,+5] and numbers near zero indicate a better
quality. The mean scores forQ1 were−0.4 for manually madepreviews,−1.2 for
optimized, and−1.6 for subsample.

It is evident that for all the questions, themanually madepreviews stand out
as better with respect tooptimizedandsubsample. Apparently also theoptimized
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Figure 6.2. User study setup.
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Figure 6.3. Mean scores for questionsQ2–Q7. Error bars show average± stan-
dard error. QuestionQ1 has a different scale and its mean scores are shown in
Figure 6.4
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previews score on average better thansubsample. The differences in quality be-
tweenoptimizedandsubsampleare substantial in all questions butQ3 where the
difference is irrelevant.

To verify whether the differences between the three algorithms are statistically
significant, for each of the seven questions we conducted an ANOVA (ANalysis Of
VAriance) with repeated measures in whichalgorithmandcontentwere treated as
within-subject independent variables. The scores for the questions were dependent
variables. Additionally,subjectwas treated as a random factor. We investigated
main effects foralgorithm, content, andsubject, and the interaction betweenalgo-
rithm andcontent.

In the following paragraphs we provide the results of the statistical analysis for
each question.

6.6.1 Q1: average segments duration

The mean scores for questionQ1, how was the average duration of the fragments,
for the three algorithms and the different video items are plotted in Figure 6.4.
The scale goes from−5 to +5 where negative numbers mean that users indicated
that the segments were too short and positive numbers mean that users found the
segments too long. Numbers near zero indicate good average durations of the
segments.

-4.0
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-3.0
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0

P1 P2 P3 P4 All

manual
optimized
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Average segments duration

Figure 6.4. Mean scores for questionQ1, how was the average duration of the
fragments. In the horizontal axis the four video items. “All” represents the mean
across all the video items. Error bars show average± standard error.
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For video item P1, themanually madepreview scores as good as the
optimization-basedone. This is probably due to a sequence of very short action
segments inserted at the end of the preview by the human expert. Many users com-
mented that such sequence suits very well the genre of P1 (action) and enriches
the preview. Many other users, instead, found the sequence of very short segments
irritating to watch and, for this reason, gave a low score to questionQ1. For the
other video items, the manually made previews score considerably better than the
automatically made ones.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 28.597, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
average segment duration of themanually madepreviews was much closer to zero
(not too long, neither too short) than the average segment duration of previews
generated by ouroptimization-basedapproach or using thesubsamplealgorithm.

The ANOVA analysis only tells us that there are statistically significant dif-
ferences among the means of the scores of the three algorithms. It does not tell
us which of the means are significantly different from the others, or if the three
means are all different from one another. To verify if hypothesisH1 is valid, it is
necessary to perform an additionalpost-hoctest. We performed a Tukey test on the
independent variablealgorithm. The results show that the mean score formanual
differs significantly from the mean scores foroptimizedandsubsample. Addition-
ally, the difference between the mean scores foroptimizedandsubsampleare also
statistically significant.

HypothesisH1 is thus confirmed with a high degree of statistical significance.
Furthermore, a significant main effect forcontentwas found (F = 5.967, p =

0.001): there is a statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the
four video items. Predictably, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found
(F = 4.028, p < 0.001): obviously, there are statistically significant differences
between the mean scores of different subjects.

6.6.2 Q2: audio transitions

The mean scores for questionQ2, how were the audio transitions between the
fragments, for the three algorithms and the different videos are shown in Figure 6.5.

For video item P1, the difference betweenmanual and optimized is much
smaller than for the other video items. Similar to questionQ1, this is probably
due to the presence, in themanualpreview of P1, of a sequence of very short
action segments that was not appreciated by many subjects.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 79.078, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
audio transitions of themanualpreviews were better than the audio transitions of
previews generated byoptimizationandsubsample.
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Figure 6.5. Mean scores for questionQ2, how were the audio transitions between
the fragments. In the horizontal axis the four video items. “All” represents the
mean across all the video items. Error bars show average± standard error.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores for
optimizedandsubsample. Additionally, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis also statistically significant. HypothesisH2 is thus
confirmed with a high level of statistical significance.

A significant main effect forcontentwas also found (F = 7.339, p < 0.001):
there is a statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the four
video items. Predictably, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F =
2.525, p < 0.001): there are statistically significant differences between the mean
scores of different subjects.

6.6.3 Q3: visual transitions

The mean scores for questionQ3, how were the visual transitions between the
fragments, for the three algorithms and the different video items are shown in Fig-
ure 6.6.

Just as in questionsQ1 andQ2, for video item P1, the difference betweenman-
ual andoptimizedis much smaller than for the other video items. As for the other
previous questions, this is probably due to the presence, in themanualpreview of
P1, of a sequence of very short action segments that many subjects disliked.
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Figure 6.6. Mean scores for questionQ3, how were the visual transitions between
the fragments. In the horizontal axis the four video items. “All” represents the
mean across all the video items. Error bars show average± standard error.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 49.513, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
visual transitions of themanualpreviews were better than the visual transitions of
previews generated byoptimizationandsubsample.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores
for optimizedandsubsample. Moreover, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis not statistically significant. Thus, only the second
part of hypothesisH3 is confirmed with a high level of statistical significance.
The quality of visual transitions of previews made using ouroptimization-based
approach is not substantially better than of previews made using thesubsample
algorithm. This is not difficult to understand if we consider that bothsubsampleand
optimization-basedpreview use the same set of candidate video segments resulting
from the same segmentation procedure. Aftertemporal segmentationandsegment
compensation(see Chapter 5.1), the degree of fulfillment of thevisual continuity
requirements is the same for thesubsampleand theoptimization-basedmethods.

A significant main effect forcontentwas also found (F = 8.505, p < 0.001):
there is a statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the four
video items. Predictably, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F =
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3.384, p < 0.001): there are statistically significant differences between the mean
scores of different subjects.

6.6.4 Q4: informativeness

The mean scores for questionQ4, was the previews informative, for the three algo-
rithms and the different video items are shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. Mean scores for questionQ4, was the previews informative. In the
horizontal axis the four video items. “All” represents the mean across all the video
items. Error bars show average± standard error.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 108.887, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
manualpreviews were more informative than the previews generated byoptimized
andsubsample.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores for
optimizedandsubsample. Additionally, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis also statistically significant. HypothesisH4 is thus
completely confirmed with a high level of statistical significance.

A significant main effect forcontentwas also found (F = 3.554, p = 0.015):
there is a statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the four
video items. Predictably, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F =
3.434, p < 0.001): there are statistically significant differences between the mean
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scores of different subjects.

6.6.5 Q5: atmosphere

The mean scores for questionQ5, good impression of the atmosphere, for the three
algorithms and the different video items are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8. Mean scores for questionQ5, good impression of the atmosphere. In
the horizontal axis the four video items. “All” represents the mean across all the
video items. Error bars show average± standard error.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 94.851, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
manualpreviews represented the atmosphere of the original content better than the
previews generated byoptimizedandsubsample.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores for
optimizedandsubsample. Additionally, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis also statistically significant. HypothesisH5 is thus
completely confirmed with a high level of statistical significance.

Given the very different genres of the content items used, we would expect
our method to perform differently for the various genres. Action segments seem
also easier to detect and include than the emotional moments typical of drama.
Surprisingly, however, no significant main effect forcontentwas found (F = 0.871,
p = 0.456): there is no statistically significant difference among the mean scores
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for the four video items. The differences in representation of the atmosphere for
previews generated by the three algorithms arecontent-independent.

Predictably, a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F = 4.141, p <
0.001). There are statistically significant differences between the mean scores of
different subjects.

6.6.6 Q6: overall

The mean scores for questionQ6, overall, how good is the overview of the movie
given by this preview, for the three algorithms and the different video items are
shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9. Mean scores for questionQ6, overall, how good is the overview of
the movie given by this preview. In the horizontal axis the four video items. “All”
represents the mean across all the video items. Error bars show average± standard
error.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 103.245, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
manualpreviews were overall better than the previews generated byoptimizedand
subsample.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores for
optimizedandsubsample. Additionally, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis also statistically significant. HypothesisH0 is thus
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confirmed completely by our study with a high level of statistical significance.
No significant main effect forcontentwas found (F = 1.199, p = 0.31): there

is no statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the four video
items. Overall, the quality difference among the algorithms perceived by the sub-
jects does not depend on the content.

Additionally, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F = 2.635,
p < 0.001). There are statistically significant differences between the mean scores
of different subjects.

6.6.7 Q7: usefulness

The mean scores for questionQ7, how useful would this preview be for choosing to
watch this movie, for the three algorithms and the different video items are shown
in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. Mean scores for questionQ7, How useful would this preview be for
choosing to watch this movie. In the horizontal axis the four video items. “All”
represents the mean across all the video items. Error bars show average± standard
error.

From the analysis of variance, a significant main effect foralgorithmwas found
(F = 95.183, p < 0.001). Averaging overcontent, participants indicated that the
manualpreviews were more useful than theoptimizedandsubsamplepreviews.

We performed a Tukey test on the independent variablealgorithm. The results
show that the mean score formanualdiffers significantly from the mean scores for
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optimizedandsubsample. Additionally, the difference between the mean scores
of optimizedandsubsampleis also statistically significant. HypothesisH6 is thus
completely confirmed with a high level of statistical significance.

No significant main effect forcontentwas found (F = 1.7, p = 0.167): there
is no statistically significant difference among the mean scores for the four video
items. The differences in usefulness perceived by the users among the three algo-
rithms are content-independent.

Predictably, also a significant main effect forsubjectwas found (F = 3.355,
p < 0.001). There are statistically significant differences between the mean scores
of different subjects.

6.6.8 Other effects

To check whether knowing or liking the content is of influence in the evaluation of
the previews, for each of the seven questions we conducted an ANOVA (ANalysis
Of VAriance) with repeated measures in whichalgorithmandcontentwere treated
as within-subject independent variables. Additionally we treatedlanguage, gender,
age, filmfan, liking, knowingas additional factors.

To simplify the statistical analysis, we mapped the factorageto four categories
(subjects younger than 25, subjects between 26 and 30, subjects between 31 and
35, and subjects older than 35), the factorliking to a four values scale, and the
factor knowingto two categories (subjects who have never seen the content, and
subjects who have seen it in the past at least partially).

No significant main effects were found for any of the seven questions for the
variableslanguage, gender, age, liking, andknowing. An interesting conclusion is
that liking the type of content did not influence judging a preview.

We would expect that subjects who know, at least partially, the content, might
be stricter in judging the previews. Surprisingly, this is not the case. Knowing
already the content is not of influence in judging the previews generated by the
three algorithms.

Only one significant main effect forfilmfan was found for questionQ7 (F =
5.986, p = 0.015). Subjects who watch more than one film per week scored on
average 0.04 points higher than subjects who watch movies less often. We can
conclude that film fans tend to find previews slightly more useful than people who
do not watch many films.

6.6.9 Comments of the participants

Every participant was invited to write explicit comments regarding each preview
or any aspect of the test. Unfortunately the subjects left only 84 comments (2.2
comments per subject on average). We clustered them into 15 categories and we
counted the number of comments referring to each algorithm for each category.
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Table 6.2 shows all the categories, the number of comments for each category and
for each algorithm.

The category with the highest number of comments is related to whether
the previews provide enough information on the story line. Not surprisingly,
the highest number of negative comments related to this aspect belongs to pre-
views generated using thesubsamplealgorithm, while the highest number of pos-
itive comments goes tomanually madepreviews. Previews generated using the
optimization-basedapproach receive an equal number of positive and negative
comments related to providing information on the story line.

Many comments refer to the atmosphere conveyed by the preview.
Optimization-basedand manually madepreviews have only positive comments
while subjects more often comment that previews generated using thesubsample
method give a bad impression of the atmosphere.

A few subjects comment thatmanually madeandoptimization-basedpreviews
give sometimes too much information away.

A few negative comments, that can be summarized as missing logical links
between segments, are made referring to previews generated using thesubsample
algorithm.

Table 6.2. Comments categories and number of comments per algorithm sorted
by total number of comments.

Manual Optimized Subsample
Not enough information on the story 0 4 9
Good information on the story 7 4 1
Good impression of the atmosphere 5 6 1
Too short segments 6 0 3
Presence of uninformative scenes 0 0 7
Bad impression of the atmosphere 0 0 6
Gives away too much information 3 2 1
Missing link between segments 0 0 5
Good transitions 2 1 0
Too many action scenes 1 1 1
Bad visual transitions 0 1 1
Bad audio transitions 0 0 2
Not enough action scenes 0 0 2
Preview too short 1 0 0
Not useful for choosing 0 0 1
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6.7 Conclusions

From the user study we can conclude that previews generated using our
optimization-basedapproach are not as good as manually made previews but have
considerably higher quality than previews generated using thesubsamplemethod.

The differences are statistically significant with a high degree of significance.
The amount of perceived difference between the previews depends on the content
for most of the quality aspects tested. Furthermore, knowing or liking the content
is not of influence in judging the differences in quality of the previews.

Based on the results of the test we can therefore confirm the main hypothesis:
our optimized-basedmethod provides ahigher quality overviewof a video item
than thesubsamplemethod.



7
Conclusions and suggestions for future

work

In the first section of this chapter we highlight the main contribution of this thesis
and present our conclusions. Based on these, in the second section, we suggest
directions for future work.

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we use various audiovisual content analysis techniques for the cre-
ation of an algorithmic approach to generatingpreviewsof narrative-based videos.

We have elicited user needs with respect tovideo previewsby analyzing re-
lated literature on video summarization and film production and by interviewing
end-users, experts and practitioners in the field of video editing and multimedia.
To allow fast and convenient content selection, a video preview should take into
account more than thirty requirements that can be divided into seven categories:
duration, continuity, priority, uniqueness, exclusion, structural, andtemporal or-
der. Duration requirements deal with the durations of the preview and its subparts.
Continuityrequirements consider the smoothness of the flow between preview seg-
ments.Priority requirements indicate which content should be included in the pre-
view to maximize the amount of conveyed information.Uniquenessrequirements
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aim at maximizing the efficiency of the preview by minimizing redundancy.Ex-
clusionrequirements indicate which content should not be included in the preview.
Structuralrequirements are concerned with the structural properties of video, while
temporal orderrequirements set the order of the sequences included in the preview.

Based on these requirements, we have introduced a formal model of video
summarization specialized for the generation of video previews. The basic idea is
to translate the requirements intoscore functions. Each score function is defined
to have a non-positive value if a requirement is not met, and to increase depending
on the degree of fulfillment of the requirement. A globalobjective functionis
then defined that combines all the score functions and the problem of generating a
preview is translated into the problem of finding the parts of the initial content that
maximize the objective function.

Our solution approach is based on two main steps (see Figure 5.1 on page 58):
preparationandselection. In thepreparationstep, the raw audiovisual data is an-
alyzed and segmented into basic elements that are suitable for being included in a
preview. The segmentation of the raw data is based on a shot-cut detection algo-
rithm. In theselectionstep various content analysis algorithms are used to perform
scene segmentation, advertisements detection and to extract numerical descriptors
of the content that, introduced in the objective function, allow to estimate the qual-
ity of a video preview. The core part of theselectionstep is theoptimizationstep
that consists in searching the set of segments that maximizes the objective function
in the space of all possible previews. Instead of solving the optimization problem
exactly, an approximate solution is found by means of a local search algorithm
usingsimulated annealing.

We have performed a numerical evaluation of the quality of the solutions gener-
ated by our algorithm with respect to previews generated randomly or by selecting
segments uniformly in time. The results on thirty content items have shown that
the local search approach outperforms the other methods. However, based on this
evaluation, we cannot conclude that the degree of fulfillment of the requirements
achieved by our method satisfies the end-user needs completely.

To validate our approach and assess end-user satisfaction, we conducted a user
evaluation study in which we compared six aspects of previews generated using
our algorithm to human-made previews and to previews generated by subsampling.
The results have shown that previews generated using our optimization-based ap-
proach are not as good as manually made previews, but have higher quality than
previews created using subsample. The differences between the previews are sta-
tistically significant.

Finally, this thesis provides answers to the four research questions presented
in Section 1.1.1 of the Introduction. The first question is related to how media
production knowledge can be used to model narrative video content aiming at au-
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tomatic summarization. The answer to this question is represented by Chapter 5
in which media production knowledge is exploited in the algorithms for content
evaluation. The second question deals with the users’ requirements with respect to
video previews. This question is directly and thoroughly answered in Chapter 3.
The third research question asks which approach to adopt for creating efficient
video previews. In Chapter 4 we presented a formal approach, based on the users’
requirements and our knowledge of media production, that is suitable for creating
very efficient video previews. The fourth research question demands an evaluation
of the results from the users’ point of view. Our answer is the evaluation study
presented in Chapter 6.

7.2 Suggestions for future work

We identify five main directions of research along which the work presented in this
thesis could be taken further:

1. Content analysis and understanding

2. Content composition and augmentation

3. Other genres

4. Personalization

5. Validation

In the next sections we describe these five directions and introduce related new
research ideas originating from this thesis.

7.2.1 Content analysis and understanding

The basic elements of our summarization technique are visual shots. We also per-
form audio segmentation in order to discover speech segments and include entire
spoken sentences in the preview. Besides this precaution, however, our method
does not take further advantage of audio segmentation. To improve the quality
of previews, and perhaps to allow the composition of shorter previews, one could
think of decouplingvisual and audio segmentation.

The basic idea would be to combine more freely video segments with speech
segments. Speech segments convey rich information about the story line. Once
they are detected, they could be associated to images that complement visually
what is said and not necessarily to their original visual segments.

The research challenge lies into finding the right visual segments to associate
to certain spoken sentences. This requires a semantic understanding of the movie
images and its associated dialogues.

To this end, and as an additional suggestion for future work, the textual infor-
mation contained in the subtitles track of a video item can be processed to discover
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the narrative structure of a movie. In [Tsoneva et al., 2007] we show how to create
summaries that preserve the story line by processing subtitles and movie scripts
and using a method of ranking segments that is inspired by web search algorithms.

In a complementary way, video summarization could benefit not only by in-
creasing the level of semantic understanding, but also by better exploiting the syn-
tactic elements used in video. A core part of this thesis is concerned with the
application of knowledge of how film is produced to generate video previews (see
e.g. Chapter 5). For example, a clue inspired by knowledge of film production is
related to the so-calledrack focusshots. In film production “rack focus” refers to
changing the focus during a shot (usually rapidly) from foreground to background
or vice versa. This shift in focus is done during a dramatic moment and it is a very
powerful indication of a part of content that can convey some important informa-
tion and therefore should be included in a video preview. An example of rack focus
sequence is shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1. Example of a rack-focus shot. From the frame in the top-left corner
to the frame in the bottom-right corner, the camera focus changes progressively
from the persons in the background to the glasses in the foreground. The shot lasts
4 seconds.

Another relevant film grammar rule is the so-calledDutch camera angle(see
Figure 7.2). A Dutch angle is a tilted camera angle that is used to emphasize scenes
of high emotional content and strong mental stress. Director Joseph Mascelli ex-
plains the use of the Dutch angle in cinematography as follows:

“In Hollywood studio parlance a “Dutch” angle is a crazily tilted
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camera angle, in which the vertical axis of the camera is at an angle
to the vertical axis of the subject. This results in tilting of the screen
image, so that it slopes diagonally, off balance. It is usually used for
sequences with weird, violent unstable, impressionistic or other novel
effects. A player who has lost his equilibrium, or is drunk, or in highly
emotional state, may be shown in a tilted shot. A man-made or nat-
ural catastrophe, such as an accident, fire, earthquake may employ
tilted camera angles for conveying violence, or topsy-turvy, out-of-
this-world effects to the audience. A quiet, statically filmed, slowly
paced sequence in an art museum, for instance, could suddenly be
thrown into uncontrolled pandemonium by sudden insertion of a tilted
shot of a man racing through a doorway crying “Fire!” The remain-
der of the sequence could employ a series of tilted shots to portray the
panic of the trapped museum visitors.” [Mascelli, 1965]

Figure 7.2. Examples of Dutch angle shots.

These type of cinematic effects could be automatically detected and used for
further understanding the movie structure, and finding emotional moments.

7.2.2 Content composition and augmentation

One of the main differences between automatically generated video previews and
professionally-made trailers, is that trailers often have an additional sound track
consisting of music and a voice-over that tells salient facts about the content or a
brief summary of the story-line.

Our preview generation method could be extended with the addition of a com-
ponent that generates a synthetic voice over (using speech synthesis technology)
to be mixed to the original audio track. The voice over commentary can be gen-
erated from a textual summary associated to the video item (e.g. taken from the
electronic program guide), or by processing other textual metadata such as genre,
actors names, or year of production.

The challenge is in properly mixing the audio from the original content with
the synthetic voice commentary. For example, the synthetic voice over should be
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in the foreground in action segments with music, but not with segments that have
already speech or dialogues. The duration of the synthetic spoken sentences needs
to match the selected segments or, in other words, the segment selection step needs
to take into consideration the synthetic voice-over properties.

Another way of enhancing a video preview is by influencing itsatmosphere.
Atmosphereis a very relevant aspect for characterizing content items [Visser, 2005]
and music and sound effects play an important role in determining it. The preview
of a content item could be augmented by using, as background music, a represen-
tative part of the original audio track. This requires analyzing the audio track for
determining representative music parts.

A last, but not least important challenge in preview composition is the auto-
matic creation of summaries that have a logical and consistent story line. One
idea for generating summaries around a story line is to use human-made textual
synopsis of video items as a base for the content selection.

7.2.3 Other genres

The method presented in this thesis has been developed fornarrative content,
mainly for movies and documentaries. Although movies and documentaries form
a considerable part of the video offering available to users, the need for previewing
other genres, such as educational and user-created videos, is very high. Recent ad-
vances in digital network technology and increased broadband access have created
a huge number of new channels for video distribution. However, without adequate
means for previewing content, many video productions remain unknown to the
majority of the public. Additionally, there is a boom of user-created content that
is seldom properly tagged and often of obscure nature. Many websites have re-
cently appeared offering the possibility to upload and freely access thousands of
user-created videos.

Research-wise the challenge lies in developing a method that is general enough
to be applicable to a large variety of genres. Alternatively, the method should be
versatile and easily tunable to accommodate the requirements and characteristics
of multiple genres.

7.2.4 Personalization

People like to be addressed individually. In summarization, the notion of person-
alized summaries can become an important aspect. For example, a movie mainly
containing action scenes could also have a poignant love story embedded in it.
Persons who particularly like love stories might like previews highlighting these
love story elements. Users will require summaries to be personalized so that they
can choose the movie they like to watch and not miss out on a movie because the
preview did not include sections that might appeal to them more.
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Any of the requirements of duration, continuity, priority, uniqueness, exclu-
sion, structural, and temporal order, that were presented in Chapter 3, can be sub-
ject to personalization. For example, a user might desire to see more of the intro-
duction segments, which will then affect the structural requirements. The priority
requirements can also be based on a user profile: for a person who prefers “dark”,
“silent” scenes, we should include those as opposed to “bright”, “dialogue” scenes.

So far the user preferences on summarization have not been fully explored by
the research community. An exploration panel of experts and users on issues of
multimedia summarization indicated in general that summaries should be person-
alized [Agnihotri et al., 2003]. For what concerns previews for the purpose of
making a selection among a large collection of available content, users indicated
in our requirements validation study [Visser, 2005] that previews should include
scenes that might be shocking. In this way they can more easily decide not to
watch the entire content.

As with any personalization, the problem is twofold: to have an extensive good
profile that reflects the user’s needs, and to have an accurate model for performing
the computational matching of the user profile to the video analysis features. The
challenge here is to ask the “right” questions in order to generate this user profile.
One approach is to pose this as a problem of learning from examples where users
would be shown many previews and would need to select the one that appeals to
them the most. Once the system is trained to the type of previews that a user likes,
the different weights contained in the formal model presented in Chapter 4 can
be worked out in order to generate personalized previews. However a question
arises whether changing the weights is sufficient to influence the segment selection
step (see Section 5.1) in order to generate a preview that is really perceived as
personalized.

7.2.5 Validation

Another research direction is the evaluation of video preview generation techniques
with respect to the task for which they are developed. In our specific case, the chal-
lenge lies in assessing the usefulness and effectiveness of automatically generated
video previews in selecting programmes in large video archives with respect to,
for example, watching trailers, reading electronic program guide descriptions, or
following a recommendation.

To perform such an evaluation it would be necessary to embed the video pre-
view generation algorithm into a system with hundreds of different video items.
The system should be used in a realistic scenario in which users have to make a
selection using one of the tools we want to compare (previews, trailers, electronic
program guide, etc.). Questions could be asked before and after users have made
a selection to check the level of satisfaction for each tool. Perhaps the main issue
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in setting-up such an experiment is the creation of a realistic scenario. Although
hard-disk recorders are rather popular products, only a few brands and models (e.g.
TiVo) have the characteristics that resembles those we considered in our hypotheti-
cal scenario: high storage capacity, many content sources, and automatic recording
based on a user profile. This poses a challenge in testing video preview generation
technology against other methods of content selection.

An interesting aspect that could be tested is whether video previews can help
users in discovering content that they would not consider based on textual descrip-
tions or genre metadata. Other questions involve the presentation of previews in
user interfaces for video selection and content browsing.
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A
Stop word list

The following list of words represents the stop word list used in ranking subtitles
as described in Section 5.7.1.

a aah about above according across actually ad adj ain’t after afterward again
against ah albeit all almost alone along already also although always am among
amongst an and another any anybody anyhow anyone anything anyway anywhere
apart are aren aren’t around as ass at author available away ay

b baby back be became because become becomes becoming been before before-
hand begin beginning behind being below beside besides between beyond billion
both but buy by

can cannot canst can’t caption certain cfrd choose come came coming comes con-
ducted considered contrariwise co copy cos could couldn couldn’t

d day described describes designed determine determined did didn didn’t different
discussed do does doesn doesn’t doing don don’t dost doth double down dr dual
due during

e each eg eight eighty either else elsewhere end ending enough er etc even ever
every everybody everyone everything everywhere except excepted excepting ex-
ception exclude excluding exclusive
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f far farther farthest few fifty find first five for former formerly forth forty forward
found four free from front fuck fuckin fucking further furthermore furthest

general get give given go god going gonna good got

had halves hardly has hasn hasn’t hast hath have haven haven’t he he’d he’ll hell
hello help hence henceforth her here hereabouts hereafter hereby herein here’s
hereto hereupon hers herself he’s hey hi him himself hindmost his hither hitherto
hm hmm home homepage how however howsoever hundred huh

i id i’d if i’ll im i’m in inasmuch include included including ii indeed indoors
information inside insomuch instead int into investigated inward inwards is isn
isn’t it its it’s itself i’ve i.e. ie

j join just

kind know knew known knowing knows

l last later latter latterly least less lest let let’s like likely little ll look looked ltd

m made make makes man many may maybe me meantime meanwhile might mil-
lion miss more moreover most mostly mr mrs ms msie much must my myself

namely need neither never nevertheless new next nine ninety no nobody none
nonetheless nope nor not nothing notwithstandig now nowadays nowhere

o obtained of off often oh ohh ok okay on once one one’s only onto ooh or other
others otherwise ought our ours ourselves out outside over overall ow own

p page per performance performed perhaps plenty possible present presented
presents provide provided provides put quite

rather rd re really recent recently related report required reserved results right ring
round

s said sake same sang save saw say see seeing seem seemed seeming seems
seen seldom selected selves sent seven seventy several sfrd shalt she she’d she’ll
she’s shit should shouldn shouldn’t shown sideways significant since site six sixty
slept slew slung slunk smote so some somebody somehow someone something
sometime sometimes somewhat somewhere sorry spake spat spoke spoken sprang
sprung stave staves still stop studies such supposing

take took taken taking t tell telling told ten test tested text th than that that’ll that’s
the thee their them themselves then thence thenceforth there thereabout thereabouts
thereafter thereby therefore therein there’ll thereof thereon there’s thereto there-
upon these they they they’ll they’re they’ve think thinking thinks thirty this those
thou though thousand three thrice through throughout thru thus thy thyself till time
together to too toward towards trillion twenty two types
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uh uhh uk um unable under underneath unless unlike unlikely until up upon upward
upwards us use used using

various ve very via

w want was wasn wasn’t way we we’d week welcome well we’ll were we’re weren
weren’t we’ve what whatever what’ll what’s whatsoever when whence whenever
whensoever where whereabouts whereafter whereas whereat whereby wherefore
wherefrom wherein whereinto whereof whereon wheresoever whereto whereunto
whereupon wherever wherewith whether whew which whichever whichsoever
while whilst whither who whoa who’d whoever whole who’ll whom whomever
whomsoever who’s whoo whose whosoever why will wilt with within without won
won’t worse worst would wouldn wouldn’t wow

x

y ye yeah year yes yet yippee you you’d you’ll your you’re yours yourself your-
selves you’ve





B
User test screen shots

Figure B.1. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: introduction screen.
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Figure B.2. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: general questions.

Figure B.3. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: intermediate screen
shown before the first preview example begins.
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Figure B.4. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: questions related to the
first example.

Figure B.5. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: intermediate screen
shown before the preview begins.
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Figure B.6. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: questions related to the
preview.

Figure B.7. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: additional comments
after answering the questions.
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Figure B.8. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: final questions.

Figure B.9. Screen shot of the interface used in the test: final comments before
the test ends.
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Automatic Summarization of Narrative
Video

Summary

The amount of digital video content available to users is rapidly increasing. De-
velopments in computer, digital network, and storage technologies all contribute
to broaden the offer of digital video. Only users’ attention and time remain scarce
resources. Users face the problem of choosing the right content to watch among
hundreds of potentially interesting offers.

Video and audio have a dynamic nature: they cannot be properly perceived
without considering their temporal dimension. This property makes it difficult to
get a good idea of what a video item is about without watching it.Video previews
aim at solving this issue by providing compact representations of video items that
can help users making choices in massive content collections. This thesis is con-
cerned with solving the problem of automatic creation of video previews.

To allow fast and convenient content selection, a video preview should take into
consideration more than thirty requirements that we have collected by analyzing
related literature on video summarization and film production. The list has been
completed with additional requirements elicited by interviewing end-users, experts
and practitioners in the field of video editing and multimedia. This list represents
our collection of user needs with respect to video previews.

The requirements, presented from the point of view of the end-users, can be
divided into seven categories:duration, continuity, priority, uniqueness, exclusion,
structural, andtemporal order. Duration requirements deal with the durations of
the preview and its subparts.Continuityrequirements request video previews to be
as continuous as possible.Priority requirements indicate which content should be
included in the preview to convey as much information as possible in the shortest
time. Uniquenessrequirements aim at maximizing the efficiency of the preview
by minimizing redundancy.Exclusionrequirements indicate which content should
not be included in the preview.Structural requirements are concerned with the
structural properties of video, whiletemporal orderrequirements set the order of
the sequences included in the preview.
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Based on these requirements, we have introduced a formal model of video
summarization specialized for the generation of video previews. The basic idea is
to translate the requirements intoscore functions. Each score function is defined
to have a non-positive value if a requirement is not met, and to increase depending
on the degree of fulfillment of the requirement. A globalobjective functionis
then defined that combines all the score functions and the problem of generating a
preview is translated into the problem of finding the parts of the initial content that
maximize the objective function.

Our solution approach is based on two main steps:preparationandselection.
In the preparationstep, the raw audiovisual data is analyzed and segmented into
basic elements that are suitable for being included in a preview. The segmenta-
tion of the raw data is based on a shot-cut detection algorithm. In theselection
step various content analysis algorithms are used to perform scene segmentation,
advertisements detection and to extract numerical descriptors of the content that,
introduced in the objective function, allow to estimate the quality of a video pre-
view. The core part of theselectionstep is theoptimizationstep that consists in
searching the set of segments that maximizes the objective function in the space of
all possible previews. Instead of solving the optimization problem exactly, an ap-
proximate solution is found by means of a local search algorithm usingsimulated
annealing.

We have performed a numerical evaluation of the quality of the solutions gener-
ated by our algorithm with respect to previews generated randomly or by selecting
segments uniformly in time. The results on thirty content items have shown that
the local search approach outperforms the other methods. However, based on this
evaluation, we cannot conclude that the degree of fulfillment of the requirements
achieved by our method satisfies the end-user needs completely.

To validate our approach and assess end-user satisfaction, we conducted a user
evaluation study in which we compared six aspects of previews generated using
our algorithm to human-made previews and to previews generated by subsampling.
The results have shown that previews generated using our optimization-based ap-
proach are not as good as manually made previews, but have higher quality than
previews created using subsample. The differences between the previews are sta-
tistically significant.
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